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SUMMARY

Signal fading due to multipath effects causes severe perform-

ance deterioration in a digítal transmission system' The usual way of

combatËing Ehese effects is by the use of diversity techniques' However'

íf a feedback link is available, as is usually the case ín a duplex conm-

unicatlon system, the transmitter can vary Parameters in accordance with

receiver decisions senË via this link to combaÈ the effects of such fadÍng'

These systems are called channel state feedback systems and their use to

combaÈ slol^r, non-selective fadíng is Èhe general topic of this thesis'

In the literature three different system types are identífied

dependlng on the varíable transmitter parameÈer in question. However'

such systems operate vrithin the constraints of a practical system and it

is shor¡n that the performance can be quíte dependent on such constraínts'

Thus iÈ is concluded that only the simpler system confíguratl-ons which

consider Èwo channel states are practically viable. one such system' arl

intermlttenÈ systen, where the transmitter stoPs sending data when the

signal level is too low, is shown to have a poÈential performance better

than fourth order díversity. The effects of system constraínts on an

ínternittenÈ system are then considered in detail where general irnplíea-

tíons for other channel staÈe feedback systems are also considered'

One such constraínt is Èhe lirnlted control information reli-

abílíty due to feedback ínformatÍon error and overall control delay' In

Èhís thesis a simple sub-optimal strategy' whích is only marginally infer-

ior to the optimum one, is derived to minimise the effecËs of feedback

and feedforward error for an intermittent system. However, the reliabilíty

is línited due to the need to keep control delay below a critícal level'

The effect of control delay is considered along with its interaction with

feedback error and some suggested methods to minimise these effects' An

alt,ernative method of control is suggested for the case of reciprocal

fading.

SuchanintermiËtentsystemrequiresabufferattransmitter
and receiver to lnterface with a uniform data source and sink' In thís

thesÍs, an expression is derived for perfo:mance of an interuittent system

subject to a fínite buffer size. It ís shov¡n that for best perfolmance an

optimum threshold must be used. In order to minimíse the amount of buffer

required, a variable Èhreshold scheme is suggested which a simulation



study indLcates, could halve the buffer requirements. A general ana-

lytlcal formulatlon of this problem is Ëhen derived to allow for a

hysteresis control function and variable transmission rate' A hard-

r¡rare model of an intermitÈent system vlas constructed and the resulÈs

of subjective tests on speech indicate the potential of an intermittenÈ

system to remove the effects of fading'

F1na1ly, the total effect of all the system constraínts on an

Íntermittent sysÈem is analysed. It is shown ËhaÈ the feedback strategy

does not affect the buffer requiremenÈs to a greaË extent and that over-

all, constraint interaction is a second order effect' This theoreÈícal

model is validated using computer símulation and the irnplications for two

case sÈudies are discussed thus illustraÈing the general systen design

problem.
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CORRIGENDA

Detafls

I'selectlont' should be ttselective"

ttlowtt should be ttlalnrtt

ttfedbacktt should be t'feedback"

"p(a./ao)" should be "p(ao/a.)"

The integral 1n equation 3.28 shoul-d be written:

r) p(aola.)d"o

where x = a2/2o2T'

The following sentence should be added:
"The term rAverage Error Probabllltyt applies
to the sink data and 1s egual to rThe Average
Transrnission Error RaÈet .t'
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1.1.1 Models of Fading

Depending on the situation of interest, one uses different models

to describe this fading characteristic. For a full discussion on the char-

acterisation of fading one should consult Kennedy (1969) or Schwartz et aL

(1966). However, for this discussion the various models will be briefly

described íntroducíng Èhe relevanÈ terms to describe thís situation.

If a sine wave is transmitted over such a medj-um, the various

received r¡raves combine to form a fluctuating signal which, for as few as

six components, has essentíally a Rayleigh distributed amplitude and a uni-

formly dístributed phase. Furthermore, it is further assumed that this

signal can be resolved into direct and quadrature components which are inde-

pendent, Gaussian processes. This is called the multi-variate Gaussj-an

model. However, in practíce one transmits a band of frequencies; thus one

must consider the effect over the band of interest of this fading.

Fading ís caused by signals arriving at different times at the

receiver. One can identtf.y a range of tj-mes of arrival of these signals

and define a "tj-me delay spread TOn". lnlhen transnitting a narrowband signal

of bandwidth W over such a medium, the receiver will be unable to resolve

the various arriving components irl the time domain unless:

w >> t/Tu

However, where the reverse is truer i.e

i^¡ << l/Tt,f

1.1

r.2

then the delays are sufficiently small with respect to the message band-

width such that al1 frequencies within the band fade together. Thís sorÈ

of fadíng is called "flat" or "non-selective" fadíng and the Rayleígh

fading model is applícable. The maximum value of W for which this approx-

imation is valid is termed the "coherence bandwidth".

Flat Rayleigh fading is the most commonly used model of fading

and is used extensively in this thesis. Another parameter of interest ls

the rate of fadíng f. which depends on the carríer frequency and the rela-

tive velociÈy of the scatterers. The fading is termed "slow" if:
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I^l >> f 1.3
e

In a digital situation, this means that the sígna1 level can be considered

constant over a bít ínterval. If this approximation is not valid one has

"fast" or I'time-selectíve" fading. This thesis is concerned with s1ow,

flat fading.

If the message bandwidth does not satisfy the approximatíon given

by 2 (i.e. greater than the coherence bandwidth), then one obtains

"frequency selective" fading. In this sítuation, different parÈs of the

message bandwidth fade by different amounts. One way of descríbíng this

situatlon is by a time varyíng transfer funcËion. However, since this

sítuation is a random process one needs to know the two dimensional co-

varíance function discussed by Kennedy (1969) where the multivaríaËe

Gaussian assqmption is also evoked. In the situation where the approxíma-

tion given by 3 is valid, the Èime term can be omitted. In most practical

situations, the fading phenomenon is not usually time selectíve and frequen-

cy selection at the same tj-me.

ThroughouÈ this thesis, the assumption of slow, non-selective

Rayleigh fadíng is used, for this is the main context where channel state

feedback as díscussed in Chapter 2 has most potential. However, the ana-

lysis could have considered a Rician distribution, as done by Lindsey (1964) 
'

which consi-ders a direct signal plus the scattered signal. Rayleigh

fading, however, can be considered the \,Iorst case situatíon where the

direct component is zero.

I.I.2 Applicatíons

It. is now worthwhile to consider the common fadíng channels of

whích some mentíon wlll be made ín the thesis in order to descríbe fhe rele-

vant fading characterístics and mention some of the main transmissíon prob-

lems.

The most used part of the radio spectrum is the HF area goíng

from about 3 - 30 MHz. Propagation in this envíronment over long distances

is vía the ionosphere. The resultant fading phenomenon is quite compli-

cated. In most insÈances one could consider it to exhíbít slow, selective

fading over a message bandwl-dth of 4 kP.z. Digítal transmíssion in such an
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environment is usually at 1ow rates (e.g. about IOO - 1OO0 bits/s). Ifany

systems using diversity and coding methods to overcome the effect of fading

are discussed in a survey of the literature by Brayer (1975). However, this

area of application will not be discussed in any more detall here as ít does

not lend itself to the application of channel state feedback due to excess-

ive control delay (see Chapter 3) due to ProPagation time.

An area of particular interest is the Tropospheric scatter
tsys¡em'. This channel is observed to undergo Rayleigh fading of about

1 - 10 fades/s with a coherence bandwídth of several MHertz. Thus trans-

mission rates of about 1 MbiÈ are seen Èo undergo s1ow, non-selective fading.

Data rates higher than this but using an adaptive equaliser like that of

Monsen (1971) have also been proposed. Because the fading is slow and has

a wíde coherence bandwidth, it is the most likely application for channel

sÈate feedback. In most present Troposcatter systems' diversity is used to

cope wíth the fadíng.

In a mobile radio Èelephony sítuaËion aL UHF as discussed by

Clarke (1968), rapíd fading occurs due to the motion of the rnobile relative

to the scatÈerers (e.g. buildings). Depending on the vehíclers velocity,

Èhe fading can be up to 1OO fades/s. However, ín comparíson with a typical

data rate of 56 kbit/s, and with a typical coherence bandwidth of IOO kHz

thj-s consiLutes a slow, non-selective fading envíronment. It has been pro-

posed by Clarke (1968) and others that diversity be used to overcome the

fading in such an environment. However, as will be díscussed later, several

channel state feedback systems rnight find suitable application ín this area.

Line of sight microwave systems also undergo fading where the en-

velope would be Rician distríbuted with usually a large specular to fading

component ratio. Ho¡¿ever, problems such as t'ductíngt' make this area quite

different in its characteristics. Most consideration will be given to the

former two applications in this thesis.

L.2 DIGITAL TRANSMISSION

DigiÈal transmissíon in a fading envj-ronment has received exten-

sive treaËment in the literature and a recent publication edited by

K. Brayer (1975) attempts to drar,rr together the various aspects of the prob-

1. see Schwartz et al (1966) and Gunther (1966)'
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lem and its solution. As a survey of the literature it is incomplete,

giving an excessive bias to coding solutions in the IIF environment and

completely omits any discussion of channel sÈate feedback' Presumably'

this is because it has not been exploited yet. It is useful, therefore to

briefly cover some of Ëhe basic aspects of the modulatíon methods used, the

effects of fading and a survey of some of fhe methods used to solve the

problem.

r .2.1 Effect s of Fadine

One of the most obvious effects of fading is the varying signal

level and in most applications thís ís the domínant problem in a digítal

communication system in such an environment. Thus línear modulation

methods which carry informatíon in the signal level are particularly vulne-

rable to such signal varíations. In spite of Èhis obvious problemr it is

ínteresting to note that some authors2 still consider this form of modula-

tion with its requirement for a signal dependent decision threshold. How-

ever, in mosE situations, angle modulaÈion is preferable.

The mosÈ simple modulation method available is probably non-

coherent FSK which will be considered exclusively throughout Ëhis thesis

because of its simplicity. However, better performance can be obtained for

coherent demodulatíon or by using a phase modulation method where these

latter methods do involve extra implementation problems' Fundamentally,

the performance of the system is dominated by the effect of the "deep" fade

of more than 20 dB below the mean level. In this situation the error prob-

ability approaches L/2. Thus, as will be explained in the nexÈ section,

most solutions Èo the problem are directed at such deep fades whích affect

most angle modulation methods ín a similar fashion' It is l{torth noting

that using a phase locked loop in such a situation further aggrevates

the problem by the loss of lock during deep fades '

If there is selecÈive fading as is the case when the data rate

exceeds the coherence bandwidth, the performance is further impaired by

intersymbol interference. This leads to the so-called "irreducible error

probabilityt' mentioned by Schvrartz et al (f966) where no better perfonnance

can be obtaíned with increasíng sígnal level. A similar phenomenon is ob-

served for linear modulation (fixed threshold) in a flat fading envíronment.

2. see Painter and trlilson (1974),
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However, íf this intersymbol interference can be removed by suitable

equalisation such as thaÈ suggested by }4onsen (1973) or Price & Green

(1958), the performance can be improved beyond that of the flat fadíng

channel. This improvement has been attributed by Monsen (1973) to a

form of "implicit" diversity. An interesting simple approach suggested

by Perry (L969) for improving the performance for selective fading with

a dual filter receiver is to use adaptive gaíns on the filter ouÈpuLs to

take advantage of the variation of signal leve1 due to frequency select-

ivity. Chadwick (1971) shows Ëhat slow fading is a greater línitation to

performance than fast or time selecËive fading. However, if no integrator

is used to integrate over these variat.ions as treated by Bello & Nelin
(1962) fast fadíng can also produce an "irreducible error probabilityrt

as for frequency selective fading.

From t.hese observations, it can be seen that slow, non-selective

fading places a fundamental lírnítatíon on performance of non diversity

systems unless channel state feedback is used. Frequency selectivity and

time selectivity, if exploíted at the receiver, can lead to better perform-

ance over flat fading. This is the reason why interest in this thesis

centres on s1o\^2, non-selective fading for the application of channel state

feedback.

L2.2 Solut to Fading Problemsl-

In the literature, one can identify essentially three maín meth-

ods for combatting the effects of fading where combinations of these meth-

ods are also used. These are coding, diversity and channel state feedback.

More will be said of diversity techniques in the next section and channel

sÈate feedback ís the subjecË of Chapter 2.

In the HF environmenL, since one is dealing with low data rates

subject to frequency selectíve fading, a conmon method to improve the per-

formance is Èo use coding methods3. Usually, these methods do not use any

informatíon abouÈ the channel sÈate other than by inítial design to allow

for error bursts. Several methods, however, have been suggesËed4 which

combine coding methods with channel measurement so as to make better use of

the information available at the receiver. However, in applications using

much higher data rates (".g. Troposcatter), codíng methods are not suffi-

3. see Pierce et al
4. see Chase (1973),

Brayer (1975).

(1970), Ralphs (1971), Goodman & Farrell (I975).
Lerner & Nícholson (1973), McCarthy (1975),
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cient by themselves to remove the effect of deep fades due to the long

coding distances that would be required. In such an environment, coding

is best used as a second order solution to improve performance after
diversity techniques have yielded a sufficiently low initial error prob-

ability and broken up the error bursts.

Before going on to discuss diversity, which at present is the

main method used in a fading environment, one should mention the systems

vrhich make use of "implícit" diverslty in a frequency selective fading

situation. The first type di-scussed extensively by Schwartz et al (1966)

is the Rake technique which is essentially an adaptive transversal filter
equaliser. The second method by Monsen (1971) uses a decision feedback

equaliser. Thus essentially the problem of frequency selective fading Ís

a problem in adaptive equalisation.

The mosÈ conmon way of combatting fading ís by the use of divers-
ity techniques whích are discussed by Schwartz et al (1966). The principle
of diversÍty is that the receiver has available several statistically inde-

,/

-f penden/ versions of the faded noisy signal. Thus the receiver can combine

these signals, where Ehe probabílity of all these branches being poor simul-

taneously is small, to improve performance. The types of diversity and com-

bining methods will be discussed in the next section. As stated previously,

the main cause of performance degradation is the deep fade. By use of

díversity, the probabiliÈy of such fades is greatly reduced, hence ímprov-

íng the performance.

However, in Èhe case of a duplex communication system, the re-

ceiver can inform the transmitter of the channel state (e.g. the SNR) via
feedback information multiplexed with the return information. Using Ëhis

knowledge to vary transmiÈter parameters, the system can combat the effects

of the Èime varying channel state. Such systems are called channel state

feedback systems. The two main system types are poI^rer control suggested by

Hayes (1968) and rate control by Cavers (1972). The various versíons sugg-

ested in Èhe literature will be discussed in Chapter 2 where it will be

shown that these systems also depend on overcoming the deep fades to im-

prove Ëhe performance.

All the methods to overcorne fading have the common property that

they must overcome the effect (or probability of occurrence) of a deep fade.

In the case of the coding methods, this means effective burst error correct-



ing properties over the fade lengths in question. Secondly, frequency

selectivíty can be thought of as introducing a 1evel of díversity but which

ís hard to exploit in practice.

1.3 DIVERSITY

Diversity is the most conmon \^/ay of combaÈting the effects of

fading. As comparison will be made during this thesis between diversity

methods and channel state feedback, it is necessary to consider the varíous

properties and practical constraints of diversity and the associated com-

bining methods. It must also be pointed out that diversity can be irnple-

mented at the transmitter usíng channel state feedback as will be discussed

in Chapter 2 as a third type of channel state feedback system.

1.3.1 es of Divers

The various
Schwartz et al (1966)

types of diversity are quite well díscussed by

and consist of:

Space DiversÍty
Frequency Diversíty
Time Diversíty
Angle Díversíty
Polarisation Diversity.

In order to illustrate some of the facets of díversity, the first three

types of diversity are discussed with respect to a Troposcatter system

application.

Space diversity consists of antennae spaced a sufficient díst-

ance apart so that Ëhe fading on each antenna is independent. For space

díversiËy, an extra advantage is an increase in received signal po\^ler

r¿hich in Ehe case of MRPDC combining (see next sectíon) amounts to a 3 dB

gain. However, in a Troposcatter system, receiver antennae are 10 m dia-

meter dishes which are quite heavy and expensive. Thus space díversity'

whích is used quit,e usually on such systems does require expensíve dupli-

cation of antennae and signal feedíng.

Frequency diversity requires t\^ro transmitters operating at frequ-

ency separations greater than the coherence bandwidth. For second order

I
2

3

4

5
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diversity one uses Ëwice as rnuch transmission bandwidth and must duplícate

the transmítting and receíving equipment. However, this has the advantage

of. a parallel reliabílity of transmitters and receivers. Secondly, if
switching is done at the transmitter using channel state feedback instead

of at the receiver, the system has a standby bearer capability. In practice

this is usually done and, combíned with space diversity, is used to achíeve

quadruple diversity.

In the case of digital transmíssion, one can also use time divers-
ity. The simplest form of such diversity is to repeat each bit, spaced by

a Èime greater than the fading time constant. A more sophisticated approach

is the use of an ínterleaved code of similar length. Ho\^rever, such a sysËem

requíres storage and extra bandwidth. Variable rate channel state feedback

systems (see Chapter 3) are also a time diversity approach but are far more

effective at irnproving performance with more efficient use of bandr¡idth.

1,3.2 Combining MeÈhods

Gíven a particular type of diversity, there is a variety of ways

in which these signals can be combined. Schwartz et al (1966) covers the

most common c.ombining techniques where a more cornplete discussíon may be

found in Brennan (f959). Some of the methods are:

1. Maxímal RaÈio

2. Equal Gain

3. Selection
4. Switch.

It is useful to briefly examine some of the important constraints of such

combining methods.

The most commonly quoted diversity performance curves are

usually for maximal ratio predetectíon combíning, since this is the

optimum type of combining for slow non-selective fading. However, to

achieve this sort of combiníng, one must be able Èo estimate the channel

state, which includes amplitude and phase, on the various diversity branches

in order to optímally cornbine them. However, even when all of this inform-

atÍon is noÈ available or not used as in equal gain or switch díversity,

the performance is only about 1.5 dB inferior. Thus, in practice, it ís

often better to use the sirnpler combining methods and yeË stil1 gain the
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main diversity improvement due to a decreased probability of deep fades.

I^lork on even simpler combining methods such as Switch Diversity

rreared by Davis (1970) and Rustako (1973) for a mobile radio situatíon
re-inforce the principle that the main ímprovement is due to the effect

on deep fades. It is also an advantage of such símple methods that no

duplícation of fronL end receívers is required.

However, for comparison purposes with channel state feedback

systems, it is useful to use the performance of the optimum diversíty
system. Inlhen making these comparisons, it must be borne in mind that

the detailed comparison depends on more specific information of the situ-

ation involved.

I,4 CONCLUSIONS

Dependíng on the application, there are differenÈ aspects of

the fading problem v¡hich must be considered. However, the dominant prob-

lem in any fading environment are the large arnplitude variations and'

in particular, the deep signal fades. The most colffnon model of such

fading is that of slow, non-selective Rayleigh fading or sometimes

Ricean fading to include the effect of a direct signal component.

Digital Èransmission performance in such an environment is

domínaËed by the large number of errors occurring during a deep fade

and so any solutÍon relates to these deep fades. Time selective and

frequency selective fadíng usually introduce further degradation in per-

formance in the form of an irreducible error probability. However,

such effects can be exploited as a form of implicit diversíty. Of

course, this may prove too complex and carinot be done in the rare cases

where a channel is both tirne and frequency selective.

In the literaËure, many methods are suggested to overcome the

effects of fading where the three basic methods are coding, díversity and

channel state feedback. These three categories are of course not mutually

exclusive. Coding is most useful in low data rate applications such as

in the HF environment and as a supplementary solution in most other

applications. DiversíÈy is the most useful accepted method of over-

coming fadíng. However, channel state feedback is another possibilíty

which has not been significantly exploited to date. It is the only alter-
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CHAPTER 2

2.O INTRODUCTION

In a duplex communication system, feedback information con-

cerning the channel staÈe can be multiplexed wíth the return informatíon

to control transmitter parameters in such a \^ray as to counteract the

effect of the time varying channel state. Such systems intended to com-

bat slow, non-selective fading are called channel state feedback systems.

Unlíke information feedback systems treated by Turin (1969) or decision

feedback schemes such as that treated by luletzner et al (1968), channel

state feedback only uses the information learnt at the receiver concern-

ing the channel state.

In the líterature three types of such systems can be identified

and their potential performance assessed. However, such Systems must

operate wíthin the constraints of a practical system. In the literature,

many authors have neglected or understated the effects of important con-

straints on a channel stat.e feedback system such as feedback delay and/or

limited bandwidth. The main system constraínÈs can be identified and

their effect on performance assessed so as to predíct a more realisÈic

measure of the performance potential of the various systems. This work

has been reported by the auÈhor Coutts (1975b).

From such considerations of the various system types possible'

attention has centred on an inÈermittent daÈa transmi-ssion system and

performance of the ideal system is evaluated. In chapters 3 to 5r this

system ís treated in more detail.

2.r SYSTEM TYPES

There are three distínct parameters which may be varied at the

transmitter to combat the effects of fading. These are transmíËter po\¡/ert

channel selection and data rate where a sysLem may incorporate a combína-

tion of such parameter variatíons. The various system tyPes are dis-

cussed with reference to how Èhey are Èreated in the literature and the

basic reasons for such performance í-s discussed'
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2, L.l Variable Power

llayes (1968) treats the case of a variable power system used

\^/tth diversity where the power on all diversity branches vary together.

Skinners and Cavers (1973) treat the case where the power on the divers-
ity branches vary independently and come to the conclusíon that only the

best branch should be used with the total pohTer available. Hentinenl (Ig74)

shows the variation of optimum control 1aw with Ehe average Pohrer constraint.
This control 1aw concenËrates most po\^rer at below the median signal level

but whích decreases for very low levels and the higher levels.

However, none of the above authors properly considers the

effect of a peak po\¡Ier constraint. In the case where no diversíty is
?

used, a 30 dB- peak to average po\¡/er ratio was required to give a

decrease Ín average error probabilíty for increasing signal to noise ratío

as predicted by Hayes (f968) for a non-diversity situatíon. In most

applícatíons one ís interested ín the peak po\^Ier requirement, since this

is what lirnits the capability of the transmitEer. Thus ín practice a

30 dB peak power requirement would be out of the question. If the peak

to average po\^/er ratio is restricted to a more reasonable figure of 3 dB

as in a situation to save po\^rer in a remote repeater, the average error

probability reduees as the recíprocal of the mean signal to noise ratío

(SNR) for high SNR values in the s¿rme \^ray as the case for a fixed po\^/er

system.

In the situations where variable po\'üer is used in conjunction

with díversity or variable rate, the restriction on peak power is no

longer crítical. In fact for "SelecËive Diversity" treated by Skínners

and Cavers (1973), a 10 dB ratio is typically requíred. Sími1ar1y'

HenÈínen (L974) combines variable povüer r,¡ith variable rate and introduces

up to a 10 dB peak power limitation with margínal decrease ín performance.

A quite differenÈ system, using decision feedback and channel state feed-

back treated by Glave (I972), exhibits a similar limited performance with

a peak po\^rer (maxímum repetítion number) constraint when no dlversity ís

used.

Ilhen used in isolation of diversity or varíable rate, a variable

por^rer system requires a high peak to average Pohrer value to achieve app-

1. Derived first by Hayes (1968) .

2. From simulation results.
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reclable performance improvement. The reason is that a variable pov/er

system cannoË cope with deep signal fades other than by using large peak

por^rers and it is these situaÈions that dominate the system performance.

Thus variable power should be used with oÈher methods such as diversity

so as to reduce the average po\der requirement where this is a design

criteríon such as in remote site applications.

2.r.2 Channel Selection

For a number of reasons, it is desirable ín some sítuations

to sr^/itch between diversity channels at Èhe transmitter rather than at the

receíver. One such obvíous advantage is with frequency diversity as

mentioned in Chapter 1, to províde a multíple user capabílity. This

method is used on mícrowave línks to ímprove reliabílify and is a

special case of "Selectíve Diversíty" treated by Skínners and Cavers

(1973) who also combíne this system with variable po\,üer. AnoÈher ad-

vantage is applicable if it is easier to use multíple aritennae for space

díversity at the transmitter rather than the receiver. Such a system'

called "Sr¡itch Diversity" treated by Davis (1970) and then by Rustako

et al (1973) for use in a mobile radio system, is only slightly inferior

to selection diversity provided the control delay is sma11. Thís problem

r^rill be discussed in section 2,2.2,

Skinners and Cavers (1973) claim a most dramatic performance

potential for "Selective Diversity" to the extent that a fourth order

diversíty system offers better performance than the equivalenË non-

fading channel. However, the system relies on usíng the total available

po\¡rer (varying) on the besÈ channel at any given time and an B dB peak

to average po\¡Ier ratio. Another advantage of this system is the multiple

user capability. This system íllustrates the potentíal of variable

po!üer to save on average po\^rer when used effectively with diversity.

Along with other channel selection methods such as that treated

by Bitler et al (1973), the main advantage of channel selection systems is

the ability to have Èhe multiple antennae at the transmitter in the case

of space diversiËy and to a1low multíple users in the case of frequency

diversity.
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2. r.3 Variable Data Rate

A slow fading channel can be considered to be a channel of
time varying channel capacity. Thus, one effective method of improving

performance is to match this channel with a corresponding time varying
information rate. In practice, the easiest way to implement this principle
is by a variable data rate system of the type suggested by Cavers (L972)

which has a variable bandwidth. In order to match the channel, one would

really want to use the ful1 bandr¿idth all the time and use a variable
number of levels as well as variable data rate. Such a variable number of

levels scheme has been suggested by Hentinen (1974) but could prove díffi-
culÈ in practice Eo implement.

Such varíable rate schemes have been shown to be exÈremely

effective at coping with fading. In facË, the variable bandwidth scheme

of Cavers (1972) can completely eliminate the effects of fadíng and this
result has been shown by Srinivasan (1973) and Hentinen (1974) to be true
for a broad class of modulaÈj-on methods. If used wíth variable power or

variable number of levels, such variable rate schemes offer potential per-

formance better than the equivalent non-fading channel. However, in
practice, such systems must operate \nrithín certain consÈraints such as

finite bandwidth which will be discussed later.

In a Rayleigh fading situation, the main performanee improve-

ment is due to the 1ow daÈa rate (near or equal to zero) used during deep

fades which are the condítions Èhat domínate the performance. If a band-

width lírnitation is imposed by restrictÍng the maximum date rate, then the

performance decreases by abouÈ I dB for a raÈe consEraint of double the

average rate. Comparison with an intermittent system (Two rate scheme)

Èreated by the author Coutts (1975a) and Martin (1967) reveal that a

ful1y variable rate system is only 2.5 dB superior in perforrnance. Thus,

an intermittent system overcomes the domínanÈ source of error and, in
practice, would be far simpler to implement. This system will be dis-
cussed ín detail in section 2.4.

HenËinen (I974) and Srinivasan & Brewster (I974) have dis-
cussed the possíbility of using varíable po\^rer with variable rate to

overcome the effects of lírnited bandwidth. Such schemes do offer a re-
duction in average po\^/er over varíable rate schemes but ín most siËua-

tions thís is not as important a criterion as peak power.
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2.2 SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

Channel State Feedback systems have a wide variety of implemen-

tations and claims about their potential performance must be seen in the

light of several system constraints which apply to all such systems. Some

of these constraints have already been mentioned (e.g. peak power).

Detailed consíderation of these constraints r¿íth specific detail concerning

an intermittent system wlll be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Here the

general problem r¿ill be qualitatively discussed wi-th reference to the

mentioned types of system.

2.2.r Peak Powe r and Maximum Bandwidth

One of the most obvious constraints imposed on any communication

system ís the finíte dimensionality of Èhe signal space with respect to

peak power and bandwidth.

Peak power, as mentioned prevíously, ímposes a severe limítation

on variable power systems where no diversity or variable rate is used. To

cope with deep fades of 30 dB, the transmitter po$/er would have Ëo be cap-

able of a similar dynamic range. This usually would lead Èo extremely in-

efficient transmítter desígn only to save on po\^/er consumption. However,

as is illustrated by Hentinen (I974), such peak powers are not necessary

when combined with any method that can cope with the deep fades such as

a variable rate system.

The variable rate system suggested by Cavers (L972) ís a varí-

able bandwidth system and in most applications such a system must oPerate

within a fínite bandwidth. Thus, Êhis constraint results in a reductíon

in the potential performance of such a system. It is in the lighÈ of thÍs

constraint and obvious implementation difficulties that a variable rate

system does not offer as much ímprovement over an intermítËent system as

at fírst thought.

2.2.2 Feedb ack Relíabilitv

systems

sys tem.

namely,

A very ímportant limitatíon on all such channel state feedback

is the reliability of the service information used to control the

This problem may be resolved into Èv/o component but related Parts;
probability of service informati-on error and control de1ay.
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Cavers (1972) discusses the problem of control delay with
respect to a variable rate system and shows that the system performance

deteriorates quite rapidly if the delay becomes too large with respect to

the fading bandwidth. Skinners & Cavers (1973) also show that control
delay, whích includes propagation time and filter delay, must not be too

1arge. Because of the sensit.ivity of system performance to control delay'

the optimum control law, as for the variable rate system (see Chapter 3)

is very dependent on control de1ay. In applicaÈions such as a Troposcatter

system, propagation delay is the dominant source of delay and thís ímplies

a maximum distance over which such sysÈems will operate.

If the fading is non-reciprocal, then feedback (and sometimes

feedforward) information must be sent over a similar, fading noisy channel

wiÈh the resultant possibilíty of rnakíng control errors. In order to in-

crease the reliability of this service information, one must increase the

control decision delay which constitutes another component of control

delay. Thus, due to this ínteraction (see Chapters 3 and 5), the fading

raÈe to data rate must be sufficiently low to obtain reliable service in-

formation. Another ímportant aspect of this problem is that service in-

formation must be protected from deep fades as well as the maín ínformation

and in Chapter 3 this will be shown to be possible by usíng a weighted de-

cision which is dependent on the feedback SNR. Lastly, all of these

aspects are accentuated as the amount of service informatíon increases.

The problem of feedback reliability affects all channel state

feedback systems in a similar way. Due to propagation delay there is an

upper bound on the maximum distance over which such systems will work and,

secondly, due to the necessity for reliable service information, the fadlng

rate musÈ be veqjf slow with respect to the data rate.

2.2.3 Buffer rements

Another constraint which is only relevant to variable rate

systems is the necessity for a finite buffer at both transmitter and re-

ceiver to ínterface with a uniform data source and sínk. I,üith a fínite

buffer, the possibility of the buffer filling and emptying will degrade

the performance where this effect gets worse with decreasing buffer size.

A1so, in such a buffered system, the digital message is delayed and this

delay is directly proportional to buffer size.
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Most. auÈhors in díscussing variable rate systems have neglected

to consider the importance of the buffer size as it affects the performance

in terms of higher error probabílity and also rnessage delay. A similar

buffer problem exists for the meteor burst systems discussed by Forsyth

et a1 (1957). However, this application is quite different from the Rayleigh

fading environment discussed in thís thesis. Campbell (1957) discusses the

buffer requirements for such a non-synchronous system but does not consider

the effect on error probability. The author Coutts (1975c) has applíed this

analysis Ëo a synchronous intermittent system to consider the required

buffer slze for a given performance level. This work is the subject of

Chapter 4.

The results for an intermit.tent system suggest that the control

law for a variable rate system would be quite dependent on the buffer size

used and the performance 1eve1 required. Thus, Èhe results of Cavers (1972)

and Hentinen (Ig74) must be seen as upper bounds on the p.tio*"rrce where

buffers much larger than would be necessary ín practice were used. However,

it ís reasonable to say that a variable rate system would require roughly

the same size buffer as an intermittent system due again to the domínant

problem of bufferíng against deep fades. Thus, for some applications such

as digitised speech (telephony) over a TroposcatÈer system' the resultant

message delay would be unacceptable for any variable rate system to be

used.

2.3 INTERMITTENT SYSTEM

In an intermiÈtent system, the receiver measures the signal

level of a pilot (or rnain signal) and makes a t\,ro state decision, depend-

ing on wheÈher or not this 1evel is above a Èhreshold which, it will be

assumed here (see Chapter 3), can be sent reliably over a feedback channel

to control the output bit sÈream of the transmitter. If the signal to

noise ratio (SNR) is belor¿ threshold, data is stored in a buffer whích

is here assumed to be infiniÈe (see Chapter 4).

As was discussed in ChapËer 1, one will assume here that one

is using non-coherent FSK and the system is to operate in a slor¡, non-

selective Rayleígh fading environment where there ís no great loss in
È

generality and the analysis is simplified. For non-coheren¡ FSK in an

additive Gaussian noise environment, Schwartz et al

age error probabílity as

(1966) give the aver-
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P (v)=kexp(-y/2) 2.r

2.2

2.3

2.6

e

where y ís the SNR of the filter output at the sampling instant which is

given by:

S

' NR
o

S - Received Signal Power

N - Síngle sided Noise Power Density
o

R - Transmission Data Rate (DeËerrnines filter Bandwidth)

In Èhe case of slow, non-sel-ective fading thís SNR is a random variable

which is exponentially dístributed as:

-y lv
p(y) = | .

ïo
o e(y(æ

where Y = < Y > is the mean value of the SNR averaged over the fadíng.
o

One can then define Èhe normalísed SNR variable x as:

x = "(/\ 2.4
o

For an inÈermittent system, transmissíon of actual data only

occurs when the SNR is above a normalised threshold xan. However, to

maintain the same average data rate as a continuous syst,emr the trans-

mission rate must be hígher (increase in bandwidÈh) by a factor r, called

the Èransmission ratío. Thus, for a particular value of normalised SNR x'

the actual SNR aÈ detection is given by:

YX'o 2.5Y

The average error probability is thus given by

and the average normalised data rate is

I

rh

î

æ

dx11 P. (vox/rr) I (x)Þ= I
x

1=l
x

r, n (x) dx= 1

rh

where these integrals assume infinite full buffers and perfect feedback

control.

2.7
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Evaluation of 2.6 gives

2tr
exp tLe yo*2r,

where x =lnr Irh
stítution for xth'

_l

, relating to the mean SNR Yo

P

(2rr+Yo) x.n
2r I

2.8

10

2.IO

2,Il

2.L2

for an average normalised rate of unity. Thus on sub-

equation 2.8 can be simplified to

\o/2r,

In fact there exists an optimum value of r, (and thus xan) to minimise

equation 2.9 which must satísfy the necessary conditíon

ÐP

=9=Ootl

This leads to an intrinsic functíon for r
given by

1n2r =Y'otr (1 - ln r )I I

where, since r ís greater than unity, one has the inequalítyI

for all y
o

1<rr<e

The solution of equation 2.11 is shown in Fig. 2.I for different values

of SNR yo. Fig. 2.2 ls Ëhe corresponding optimum value of average error

probability versus mean SNR. Thus an intermittent system gives an ex-

ponenÈial fall off ín error probabilíÈy for increasing SNR.

However, in a pracÈícal system, the dominant consideratíon re-

garding the choice of the transmission raÈio is the required bandwídth.

Thus r- = 2.O is the maximum ratío Èhat would be considered reasonable in
I

terms of spectrum utílity. In Fíg. 2.3 is plotted the performance of the

intermíttent system for dífferent transmission ratios along with perform-

ance of the optímum frequency díversity system.

From these results it can be seen that such an intermittent

system compares favourably with fourth order diversíty. Secondly, the

effect of restricting the transmission ratío to less than r, = 2.0 is

negliglble but gets progressively \^rorse as this ratio is decreased even

further. Duríng most of this thest".r. = 1.6 is taken as a reasonable
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compromise value.

The performarrce of an intermittent system is subject to the con-

straints of límited control reliability and a finite buffer. These con-

straints whích are applicable to any variable rate system are discussed in

detaíl with respect to an intermittent system in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

Consideratíon of the performance of the various types of channel

state feedback systems subject to practícal constraints leads to the general

conclusíon that the performance of such systems is very dependent on the

cons traints .

ÌIore specifically, a varíable power system alone cannot cope with

the cenÈral problem of deep fades unless a prohibítive peak-to-average

por^ter ratío is permitted. However, if used with diversity or variable rate

this constraint is much less seríous and does offer a reduction i-n the aver-

age po!üer requirement. This assumes of course that reliable feedback in-

formaÈion is available.

A variable rate system in the light of a bandwidth constraínt

offers only about 2,5 dB improvement over an intermitÈent system but is

potentially a more powerful scherne. However, such variable rate schemes

are more complex in that Èhey require a buffer resulting in message delay.

Also, feedforward information is required when the feedback informatíon has

only lirnited reliabilitY.

In general, only the simple forms of channel state feedback

systems such as the intermittent system and the símp1e channel selection

schemes appear to offer any significant practical system poÈential due to

system sensitivíty to the practical constraints. It is ín the light of

this conclusion that interest has centred mainly on an intermittent system

which will be considered in much more detaíl in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

3.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important constraints on a channel staÈe feedback

system of the type discussed in Chapter 2 ís the reliability of the service

information. The analysis so far has assumed that the transmitter has per-

fect, instantaneous knov¡ledge of the channel. Thís chapter invesLigates
I

thls problem' with specific reference to an intermittent system and draws

some general conclusions applicable to al-1 such feedback systems. Also

discussed is an alternative control method which can be used if the fading

phenomenon is recíproca1.

3.1 FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORI^IARD ERROR

For an intermittent system, the receíver must inform the trans-

mitter whether the receiver SNR is above or below threshold and this in-

formation must usually be sent over a similar noisy, fading feedback

channel. Possible feedback errors result in an íncrease in the number of

errors in the main data stream. Closely coupled with this problem ís the

necessity for the receiver to know when to receive data. Thus, the re-

ceiver is informed of these decisions over the main channel. The ulËimate

reliability of this service information depends on the allowable control

delay which ís dependenË on the fading rate as díscussed in section 3.3.

3.1.1 Feedback Err or

In Fíg. 3.1 is illustrated Èhe model of an íntermittent system.

It is assumed that thís feedback inforrnation is sent at an average rate rf

which is much slower Èhan main data rat.e by a factor nr called the rate

ratio defined as the ratio of the main transmission rate to the service

information rate. The probability of such feedback errors depends on the

mean SNR y- of the service ínformation which is a functíon of r..rf -- - t

one can define the feedback error probabili¡y Pij as the prob-

abílity that the demodulator at A gives a decision j when the decision i

is sent from B where;

l. This work has been reported by the author CouÈts (1975a).
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where -1 í = o, 1

The feedback channel is also Rayleigh fading with normalised random

channel gain y which is also exponentially distributed. Thus for given

values of SNR x and y, whích are assumed to be independent, the error,

probability is given bY:

P (v) (x) x rhP (x,y)
11c

+{P (v t1 P (x)] x < x

tio * trl

fl, J = t
O if Tx is off
lifTxison

01

3.1

3,2

3.3

3.5

3.6

Ì{ r- PIE x

) rhe

and the raËe ís given bY:

r (xrY) {rrr(v) rr} x ì *.r, + {Por(v) rr} x t *rn 3.4

where r, is the transmission ratio (see Chapter 2) and it is assumed the

receiver at B has perfect knowledge of Èhe transmitter decísions ' This

assumption wíIl be rernoved in section 3'1'4'

In a duplex comnunication sysÈem, this feedback information is

multiplexed (flU or FDM) with the return information and thus the trans-

mitter povrer and the bandwidth must be shared between the main and service

information. Thus one defines tn t" Ëhe ratio of main sígnal polder to the

service signal po\¡Ier. The rt""., sNR Yo i" now reduced Èo Y, and the service

channel SNR is Y, (includes rr).. If this servíce information is sent by

non-coherent FSK, the feedback error probabilities become:

F'1

ror(r) = rro(v) = 14 exP f ryl

Substítution of 3.5 into equations 3.3, 3.4 and then averaging over the

fading statístics gives the average error probabilíty as:

2

- rt I -22,rr=ffirz+V*rt

and the average rate ís constraíned as:

-x
thr tl

where

{"
rh

Ì= I 3.7
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t

t
(Y, + 2r )

ú.

informatlon,

tf tl o

z=exp

-nLr

Y

2tr

this service information is FDM rnultiplexed with the return

the mean SNRs Y, and Y, are given by:

n
p

n*l
P

Yo

3.8

3.9

3. 10

m

Yn*1
P

Thus using equations 3.5, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, the expression for Èhe average

error probability of equation 3.6 was minimised 2 suU3ecÈ to the rate con-

straint of equation 3.7 for a given value of nr. The effect of feedback

error is shown in Fig. 3,2 for dífferent rate ratios n .

The average error probability for high SNR departs quite markedly

from the ideal curve meaning n. ls required to be quite large to ímprove the

reliability. Thís fall off is seen ín equation 3.6 as only an inverse de-

pendence on yf. As will be explained in section 3.4, n, ís lirnited above

due to the effect of control delay which is directly dependent on nr. How-

ever, an adaptive receiver aÈ A will be shown to greatly improve this posi-

tion.

3. L.2 Feedback Strategy Optímlsation

There are three reasons why the FSK dernolulator at A should use

weighted decísíons:

(í) Unequal a priori decision probabilitíes;

(ii) Unequal costs associaLed wíth either error;

(iii) Time varying SNR nakes the optimum weighting a function of this

feedback SNR.

Thus the aim is to choose this weighting functíon so as to optimise the per-

formance of the forward channel.

The demodulator structure shown in Fig. 3.3 has a variable gaín k

after the tOt envelope deÈector which is dírecÈly controlled by the measured

2. see Note 3.
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SNR on the feedback channel.

that Èhe error probabilíties P

)
B = k" given bY:

For this demodulator it ís shor¿n (Appendix A)

ij are a function of the adaptive power gain

ro, (v)

where y ís the SNR of the feedback.

1= 16 t*P
L

g

1+g ']

'l

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

P (Y) =
g

1+g
exp

lrt_-

L t+e10

Make the weighting function g a function of the normalised SNR y'

substitute in equations 3.3, 3.4 and average over the fading statistics.

The average error probability becomes a functíonal of g as:

P

gz
1+g

1-e th
1+g

'*nf-+trt]

), I
lo

exp
g

1+g Yf¡
L

e-v dy

and average rate is constrained as:

rh-xær-X-Ithî
{e - J

lo
tlr l-r-

It+e
expe

frl
[ - r*r vrt_1

exP
g

1+gt
-v

(e-I)
g+1

dy =le

This is then a problem of variatíonal calculus to minimise equation 3.13

with respect Èo g(y) subject to the integral constraint of 3.14. solutions

of the Euler-Lagrange equaÈion leads to Èhe irnplicit equation (Appendíx B)

t- ']
Yf =k

3
3. 15
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\./here the constant k3 is chosen to satisfy equation 3.14.

tion 3.15, equation 3.13 was minimised with respect to g(y)

threshold * . .3tn

Using this equa-

and also the

3.L7

3. 18

3. 19

with

In Fig. 3.4. is shown a typical solution of the optimum weighting

function g(V). From the form of the solution, the unequal error costs be-

come extremely important only when the feedback SNR drops below a threshold.

This means in practíce that this optimum straÈegy sacrifices data rate when

the feedback information becomes unreliable.

3.1.3 Sub-Optimal Stratesv

It is apparent from the form of the optimum gain functíon shown

in Fig. 3.4 that a símple sub-optimal Èhreshold strategy could be used

given by:

-ifv(v-
e(y) = {, ,, ; , ;t: 3'16

- - -tn

Substituting this gain function into equaEions 3.13, 3.14 and integrating

one obtains:

r2 -Yrh (I-2")
2+\ f

Þ
1 ze

(v. + 2)
I

I-2e

+ ûJ

Y,n*2rt

subject to the rate consÈraint

where

e

-x_ | -(x.n+ v.n)t = tt 
1"

+
t

t

(
=1

,+^,( f

(¡=exp
F Jv

2 Ë

Comparison with equatíon 3.6 shows how Èhis strategy makes P, exPonentially

dependent on yf as well as the original inverse dependence.

For a given rate ratio .., equation 3.17 was mínimísed 3

respect ,o ,n rrrd yth where *th *r"t satisfy the constraint of equation

The equation was minimised numerically using a simple heurj'stic stepping

algorithm.
3
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3.18. These results are shown ín Fig. 3.5 for the same three rate ratios.

Comparison wirh the dashed curves (from Fig. 3,2) shows that the threshold

strategy greatly improves the performance, especially at low error prob-

abilities. In Table 3.1 is shornm a comparison of the results of this sub-

optimal strategy and the optimum one corresponding to the optímum gain

function of Fig, 3.4. These results show thaÈ Ëhe sub-optimal strategy

is not substanËiaIly inferior to the optimum one and is far simpler to

ímplement.

Table 3.1 - Comparison of the Optimal and Sub-optirnal Strategy Performance

3.1.4 Feedforward Error

In the previous analysís, it has been assumed that the receiver

has perfect knowledge of the transmitter sÈate. However, these decísions

must be FDM rnultíplexed wíth Èhe A-B information to tell the receiver

whether to accept or reject data. If an error occurs in this informatíon'

bits are accepted or rejected incorrectly at the receiver. However, it is

Intermittent SYstem

r, = 1.6 Y =20dB
o

n =10Or

System Description Other Parameters Average Error
Probability Pe

Perfect Feedback

Non-adaptive

Optimum

Sup-optimum

x - = O.47th

x-th = O.47

_Lnp

x- =O.44th

n 10
p

g(v) in Fig. 3,4

x - = 0.446th
v - = O.O24'th
n =10

p

6.5 x 10-9

1.9 x 10-5

6.4 x 10
-8

10.0 x 10-8
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sho\"/n here that the use of a similar threshold strategy on the feedfon'Iard

service information at B makes this problem of secondary importance.

It is assr.uned this feed-forward information is also sent at rate

t.¡ the same as the feedback information. However, when the main channel
I

gain x drops below a lower threshold îan, the receiver ignores this servíce

information and assumes the transmítÈer is not sending data (no feedback

error) .

The decisions in the system are:

i : Channel state decísion at B

j : The feedback decision received at A

k : The feedforward decision received at B

kr: Receiver decision at B

k - aIx<X. th
where kt = { o(i) *tîth

3.20

and í, j, k = {
O íf decisíon ís not send data
1 if decision is Ëo send data

The error probabilities P.r(r) and Pru(x) are defined as before and for

typical n, values, P3¡(*) and Pr(x) are independent'

Thus assuming x and y are independent as before and símplifying

using equaÈion 3.2, the error probabilíty is:

v) {r r, (v) e ,, (x) tl P (x) Ì(xP ee
x)x. th

rrr(x) r, P.(x)i î.n ' * ' *.n+ {ro, (v)

+ {14 Plo(*)} * > î.n * {', Por(v)} x t î.n 3'2L

where the first tr^lo terms corresPond to those in equation 3'3 and the last

tr,ro terms account for a feedforward error. using the sub-optínal strategy

on the feedback information, integrating over x and y as before and con-

sidering onlY the major terms:

I

-v_'rhze

-x
u) 1-e small double

error term

(à-")
I

u)+
,+"( f

(¡
+

2(2+Y r)

rh 3.22
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and r is negligibly different from equatíon 3'18

t-
1 o.;

^'t
".n]2r

(y *2r
m

2r
)

where 2 = exp 3.23

3,24

1

(y. + 2)r
ul = exp

m

If the feedforward information is FDM multiplexed with the main

information, there is a further division of transmitter power (and band-

width). If an equal amount of power is devoted to the feedback and feed-

forward information, then

n
3.25

and y, remaíns unchanged.

Given the value" of Yth, *th."td nn which minímísed equation

3.I7, equation 3.22 was Èhen minímísedJ with respect to îan. These results

shown in Fig. 3.6 converge Èo the former curves as nr increases' As stated

previously, t, has an upper bound since increasing n, increases the control

delay. However, there is another consideration to be considered' As n.

íncreases the probability of a service bit error decreases but the length

of the burst of errors resulting from a service bit error (especially a

feedforward error) geËs larger. This does not affect the average bit

error probability but, in practíce, would probably mean I^Iorse performance'

Thus n = IOO0 would usually be an uPper bound on n for most cases where
rr

there is only O.3 dB dífference in performance with the perfect feedback

case. Also shown in Fig. 3.6 ís the performance when no strategy is used

at transmitter or receiver which is much I¡lorse than that due to feedback

error alone. In Fig. 3.7 axe the parameters *th, YÈh and îan whích corre-

spond to the curves of Fig. 3.6.

Thus for the performance of an intermittefÌt system to approach

the idea1, such a threshold strategy is essential to minimise Èhe effect

of servíce informatíon errors. The implications thís has for other feed-

back systems are discussed in the next section'

P^,
n *2 ro

p
Im

see Note 3.
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3.1.5 rmp lications of Results

From the analysis considered for an intermittent systemr some

useful conments can be made with regards to the general problem of

servíce information rellability for a channel state feedback system of the

type discussed in ChaPter 2.

One of the most importanÈ requi-rements is Èhe high reliabílíÈy

required of the service ínformation. For the intermittent system discussed,

the average SNR of the service informaÈion I^Ias 14 dB higher than that of

the main informatíon. Secondly, the feedback ínformation \^7as regarded as

useless for I % ot tlne time due to deep fades on the feedback channel.

Thus iË is a requirement of such systems to have a high service information

mean SNR and some strategy to carry the system through fades in the service

infonnation SNR.

Cavers (1972) t,reats a fully variable rate system where he pro-

poses to TDM multiplex Ëhe servíce information wíth the main return inform-

atlon. Firstly, it would seem difficult to achieve the requíred reliability

by TDM especially in the light of the extra amounÈ of service information

envisaged. This comment applíes to all fully adaptíve systems. Secondly,

Cavers neglects the effects of deep fades on the servíce information when

there would be no service information available (rate is near zero) or ít

would be unrelíable.

It would seem that due to these two requirements, the servl-ce

information should have low information content (i.e. small number of

levels), should be FDM multiplexed and that some "p1ay safe" strategy, such

as thaÈ treated in section 3.1.3, should be used Eo cope with fades in the

service informatíon.

3.2 ALTERNATIVE C ONTROL

If the fading phenomenon is reciprocal, the meaning of which is

explained in the next paragraph, it ís possible to do away wiEh the need

for service information via feedback. Thus there r¿ould be no source of

servíce information error other than to mínimise control delay whích will

be díscussed in the next section.

Recíprocal fading is taken to mean that the instanEaneous
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scattering profile causing the multipath propagation (and thus fading as

the scatterers move) is the same for a signal going from A to B via the

scatterers as from B to A at the same carrier frequency. One case where

this reciprocity is exhibited is in the mobile radio environment where the

scatterers are buildíngs and are thus recíprocal scaÈterers. This property

has been exploited by Bitler et al (1973) in their diversity system.

Another possible contender is the Troposcatter medium. However, no ex-

periments in this regard have come to the authorrs notice to verify this

conj ecture.

In Fig. 3.8 is a block díagram of a channel state feedback system

that does not require a feedback channel. The system transmitter and re-

ceiver alternate between sending and receÍving at a rate much greaËer than

the fading rate. In thís way the transmitÈer at A uses its channel sËaÈe

estímate at time t (while not transmitting) in order to adapt transmitter

parameters for transmissíon at time t + tb or ÈO seconds later. Similar

swítching but 18Oo ouL of phase is occurring at station B. In other words

the transmitter and receiver are isolated by TDM rather than the usual FDM

method.

However, such a system configuration is complex in terms of the

necessary swíËching conÈrol required which must take account of any signi-

fícanÈ propagation delay 't and must have a sufficient guard time Èo allow

for varíations in propagatíon Èime. Another implication of such a sysËem

is a doublíng of the necessary coherence bandwídth for the same data rate'

although Èhe amount of bandwidth used is the same. Other ways of avoíding

such complexities require extra Porìrer or bandwidth'

Thus in the light of the results of section 3.1, iÈ is felt that

for the simpler feedback systems, such as an intermitÈent systemt an actual

feedback link is the most practical solution to the problem.

3.3 CONTROL DELAY

Control delay is a signifícant li¡nitatíon on the performance of

any channel state feedback system. Cavers (L972) treats the delay problem

as it relates to a variable rate system. This secËion examines some implí-

cations of Caversr analysis as regards Èo several channel state feedback

sys¡ems and then treats this problem in more detail for an íntermittent

system.
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3.3.1 Vaniable Rate System

r>in^\ll .r-')

\ Cavens (l,slZ) derives the conditional pnobability densíty
\

function p(ar/ao) as:

a
_2 2+ka2

o
a

zo2 (t-y2 )

o T
P(aola"

whene

. expI) 3. 26

3,27

o2 (t-lr2 )

o

T
a

k

a

o

Envelope val-ue of receiven at detection

Envelope value r sec pnevious to ao acconding to which the

contnol decisíon is made

Nonmalised autocon::elation coefficient of time 1ag t of
the dinect ( on quadnatune ) component of the fading

pnocess so that

k
R (t)

u
2

o

2

I
: Vaniance of fading pr:ocess

[]: Zeno onden modified Bessel Function of the finst kind.
o

As r + - then k + 0 and equation 3.26 ::educes to the Rayleigh

pnobability densíty function as expected. F::om this density function
(which only depends on t via equation 3.27), Caver:s denives the expected

enror pnobability P.(xrn) whene x is defined in Chapte::2 such that:

- (l:' ')L

, i.(x,r) = /- Pr(x,n)p(aol9(ru^o g.2B

which aften norrnalisation comes to:

P
t3(xrn)

2n + yo(r-k2)

whene n, the nate function (see r, in Chapter 2) is some

function of channel gain x.

The avenage pnobability P is then given as:
'F,

e
I 3"29

P .r- i.{*,o)n(x)p(x)dx
e

3. 30
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subject to the nate constnaint

n(x)p(x)¿x I

Adjoining 3.30 and 3.31- I^¡ith a Lagrange multiplien the

optimum nate function is then a solutíon of the implicit equation

@-T
0

n 3. 31

2k2r2\ o*

2r+^( ( r-t )
-2kY

o 'exP[ -
o

22n + y (t-k
o

-À 3.32

whene À ís chosen to satisfY 3.31.

Solution of equation 3.32 fon the case vt = 0.01 tneated

by Cavens is plotted in Fig. 3.9 fon sevenal values of mean SNR. This

nate function shows a distinct thneshold phenomenon simila:: to that

obtained in section 3.1.3. In Fig. 3.10 is plotted the penfonmance curves

of a vaniabl-e rate system tneated by Cavens fon the optimum and non-

optimum nate functions. In fact the optimum can be well- appnoximated by:

n(x)
Cx ifx>x.. tn 3.33

2
+ yo( t-t')o + r( 2r + \ o(r-k2 ) ) x

l
)

lzr + vo{r-t2)12

i 0 if x ( x..tn

whene *th i= a thneshold value of SNR and C is a constant to

satisfy equation 3.31.

Thus,
"thC-e 3.34

( 1+x )th

These nesults indicate how sensitive system penfonmance is
to contnol detay, especiatly if the contnol function ís not optimised.

A similan sensitivity to contnol delay is obsenved fot' a selective

divensity system treated by Skinne::s and Cave:rs (1973). In fact, a clean

obsenvation fnom these results ís the futility of ü:ying to use the channel

duning deep fades and this is why an inte:rmittent system penfonms so wel-I

ín companison with the mone complex variable nate system.
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3.3.2 Interrnittent S stem

The analysis of cavens (tglz) is easily applied to the two

nate case to give an avel?age ellnon pnobability given by:

(zn.- + yo)*th
P

e
expt 3. 35

22n, + yo(I-k )

whene x-n = ln::, to maintain unity data::ate. The effect

of delay is shown in Fig. 3.11 for: different values of delay bandwidth

pnoduct. Thus, as fon a1I such feedback systems, the v'r product must be

kept below a cnitical leve1. The specific sources of contribution to

the contnol delay will be discussed in section 3'3'3'

Cavens assumes for his wonk a specific conrelation function,

namely an exponential function such that:

Ru(r) o2.*p1-vltl) 3. 36

One pnope::ty that this cornelation function implies is that the fínst

derivative is unbounded I Such a pnoperty (cf Mankov Pnocess) is impossible

in p::actice since this implíes scatteners having unbounded velocity.

Howeven, a fadíng pnocess must be sfi:ictIy bandtimited. Papoulis (1965)

shows that fon such pnocesses, penfect pnediction is possible by the

use of a sufficient numben of denívatives. This of cour:se assumes

no additive noise. The choice of therrbestrf channel state p::edicton is

a pnoblem which will not be díscussed in detail hene, and Cavenrs

analysis will be used fon simplicity.

4
Fon the JANET meteon burst sYstem it was obsenved that a

double threshold, with a highen value torrstoprrtnansmission, helped to

alleviate the contnol delay pnobtem. This obse::vation has some intenesting

namifications for channel state feedback systems. The l?eason fon a doubie

thneshold is that it is mone impo::tant for the system to cope with the

decline into a fade than to catch the rise out of it. This is similar

to the cost diffenence analysed in section 3.1.3. Thus, a double thneshold

would undoubtedly decnease the effect of contnol delay in an intenmittent

system. An extension of this technique (basically hystenesis)

to a molre Cenenal channel state feedback

4. See Fonsyth et al (f957)
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system such as a vaniable nate system of section 3.3.1 would imply the

optimun control law would be a hysteresis cunve. The analysis, howeven,

has not been attempted, but these comments shed some light on the

p::oblem of defining the itbestrr pnedicton mentioned in the pnevious

panagnaph.

In section 4.2.2 the question of hystenesis is again naised

as it nelates to the buffen control p::ob]em. Howeven, the above

discussion naises some intenesting estination theony pnoblems to be

sol-ved.

3.3.3 Intenaction with Feedback Ennon

It was mentioned pneviously in section 3.1 that the nate

natío n is l-imited due to its nelationship to contnol delay This
tî

section identifies the sources of this contnol delay and discusses its
nelative impontance on perfor'mance

Basically, one can identify thnee such soru'ces of delay. These

ane pnopagation deIay, filten delay (ie the delay in measuning the SNR

of the channel at B) and tastly, decision delay. This decision delay td

is given by: (see seetion 3.I.1)

T- =d
3. 37

3.38

Thus, as nll incneases, so impnoving the neliability of the senvice

infonmation, the contnol delay inc:reases cornespondingly. The total
contnol delay is given bY:

T=2t+
P

Pnopagation delay

Filten delay

Decision delay.

+T 2t
df

.E

P

f

d

T

T

lfhich source of delay is dorninant depends on the application. For example,
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in a mobile environment, the effect of pnopagation delay would be

negligible, but ín a Tnoposcatten system the never.se woul-d be the case.
(see section 5.4)

Using the analagous case of Cavens (lSlZ) equation 3.29 fon
an inter:mittent system becomes:

x2vn
t C*l

e

whene

+ Y (t-:<'m

. exp

+

1

1
x

m
3. 39

r¡(1 - e )

2 2r + Y (1-k2)'m2n

2nYri

)I

Thus, this expr:ession can be substituted fon P.(x) in 3.2I and integnated
oven x and y to give:

2 -*thr UJ
m1 -\trth ûJ,J+P

e
{ z'e

exP

+
I 2(2 +yr) 2(2 + y-)'ï

3. 30

3. 31

(zr
1

+y )x'm thz

r + Yr(r-t2)2r

Thus, the optímisation of section 3.1.4 can be extended now to include
the minimisation with nespect to no. Howevet, to do this, one must

be mone specific about the othen panametens of the system such as the
data nate and openating distance.

Thenefone, specific nesults iltustrating the inter:action
between contnol delay and senvice info::mation will be discussed in Chapten

5 along with the interaction with the finite buffen constnaint.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

The effect of contr"ol neliability on channel state feedback

systems has been discussed with specific intenest centr.ed on an inter"mittent
system. Thus specific conclusions neached w,ith nespect to the intenmittent
system illustnate the genenal pninciptes of all such systems.

If the feedback info::matíon is sent oven a sinila:: fading
channel (as is usually the case), then it must finstly have a high mean
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reliability and secondly, the system must have a "play safetr stnategy

to cope with the situation of a deep fade on the feedback channel. Ïn

the light of these comments, it would seem difficult to achieve these

aims using TDM methods and minimise contnol detay at the same time. If
howeven, the fading is neciprocal, then an altennative switched contnol

method could be used.

Control delay places two impontant constnaints on a channel-

state feedback system. As mentioned in the intnoduction' the allowable

contnol delay (depends on fading nate) ul-timately detenmines the possible

neliabíIity of the senvice infonmation. Second1y, due to pnopagation time,

contnol delay places an upper timit upon the distance oven which such

systems can be used. Fon example, it is impossible to use such schemes

oven most HF circuits due to this limitation.

In Chapte:: 5, the implications of the feedback stnategy of

section 3.1 on the nequired buffen will be discussed.
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4.0 TNTRODUCTION

Vaniable nate systems, unlike the othe:: channel state

feedback systems discussed in Chapten 2, nequire a buffen at the tnansmitten

and the neceiven to intenface with a unifonm data sounce and sink.These

buffens ane finite in size and so possible ovenflow conditions degnade

penformance. This chapten discusses this pnobtem with specific

nefenence to an intenmittent system descnibed by Coutts (tgZSc)' AIso

descnibed is the buffen synchnonisation ::equinement so that the system

can still openate duning ovenflow conditions and negain this synch:ronisation

if a feedfonwand enllon occuns (see section 3.1.4). Finalty, the expeníences

gained from a handware model of an inte::mittent system alre díscussed to

illustnate the pnactical nealisability of such a buffen system fon

intenmittent tnansrnission .

4.1 BUFFER ANALYSIS

In Fig. 4.I is íIlustnated the modef of an intenmittent

system whene it is assumed hene that one has pe::fect feedback and feed-

fonwar"d decisions. (ttris assumption is removed in Chapter:5) As mentioned

pneviously, since these buffens are finite, thene exists the possibility

of buffer over:f1ows. In panticular, when the A station buffen filIs,

the tnansmitten sends data ( at the input nate on the avenage) even

though the SNR is below thneshold causing a large incnease in the elrllora

pnobabitity. Sünilarly, if the buffer empties the date rate :reduces to

the input nate (on average) resulting in a l-oss of possible thnoughput.

Fon this anaysis, it is assumed that the buffen occupancy èan

be considened continuous which is commensur-ate with the assumption of

slow fading. secondly, it is assumed that the times between fades and

the dunations of fades ane exponentíaIIy dístributed. The actual

distr.ibutions fon diffenent fading powen spectna ane discussed by Riee

(rgsg). Howeven, it is contended that the exact fonm of the distnibution

is unimportant fon this application since one is intenested in the

longen fades (distnibution tail) fon which an exponential distribution

is appnopniate. Thus the only dependence of these disÛ:ibutions on

the fading powen spectnum is thnough the mean fade length.
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Fon a Rayleigh distr"ibuted var"iable, the avelrage fnequency

of downwand zer:o c::ossings acnoss a threshold x+h ís given by

Rice (1958) as:

f f
-"th

4.1e
l1 llms

whene f is the nms fnequency defined as:
rmS

t'2

2 ,æ th

rlr2e{r)ar
f 4.2

nms æ

-@
c(f )df

and G(f) is the equivalent l-ow pass powen density spectnum of the

fading pl?ocess. The val-ue of for" fo:: sevenal types of powe:r spectna

G(f) ane given in Tab1e 4.1.

One can now defíne À and u, the mean an::ival and depa:rtune

nates in tenms of the mean fade time and mean transmission time to

give:
-x_thl-e

À 4.3

4.4

lrq

f n

th
u- (nr-1 )

ïa

À - avenage nr:rnbe:: of bits added to buffe:: duning a fade.

u - average number of bits nemoved duning a tnansmission per"iod.

Thus, the tnaffic intensity p which is independent of the

fading time constant is given bY:

e
*tn-r-

I
p

nu -1I

and goes to unity fon xan = In nI as fon the infinite buffen case

of Chapten 2. Howeven, fo:: a finite buffen capacity p < I is the usual

openatÍng condition.

Extending the analysis of Campbell (fgSZ) it is shown

(Appendix C) that the pnobabilities of empty and full buffen ane given

byt
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TABLE 4.1 RMS FREQUENCY

Powen Spectnum G(f) R.M.S. Fnequency
f

l?ms

I. Ideal Low Pass

G:fcf
c(f) = { o' c

0; ftf"

f c,/6

2. Linean FaIl Off

Go( 1-f7, ) ) f<f c
c(f ) t

c

0; f>f
c

f cl,E

3. Gaussian

2 -f 2

c( f) eF
1ln

4. 2nd O::den Butterwor:th

V4c(f ) 4
V

+ +û)

V
2r

5. r"t
c(f) =

Onde:: Buttenwoth

v2

v2+12

Undefined I

6. Mobile

{ 
.o(, - ê/r)2)-4

0;

: f<f'c
f>f

c

c(f )
f c/2

t Fon the ovenfl-ow pnobabilities pnedicted fnom equations 4.6 and 4.7

to agree with those fnom simulatiot, forn" = 0.6V.
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l- p

o t - p"-ßc
4.6

P Pe -ßc 4.7c o

whene ß 4.8

o
Po { empty buffen condition / x > *tn }

P P- { futf buffen condition / x < *tU }n

and C is the nonmalised buffen capacity.2"3'
Duning these overflow conditions, the tnansmitten sends bits intenmittently
on an average, at the input nate. Thus it is useful to define the
pnobabilities of tnansmission during these conditions as:

D_

D-

c

n -I
P Po { not sending / x > xth ] t

I
o1 c

o

(1 - z)]

4.9

4.I0

4. tl

4.r2

P
o o1

P P { sending / x< *tn}

2

1

Prc

It ís assumed that the times between fades and transmission
peniods ane independent. Funthen, assuming that the channel- SNR is
vanying rnuch fasten than the buffen occupancy, the avenage enron pr:obability
can be shown to be: (Simitan to analysis of Coutts (1975a))

l?

P {(r-p )z + P
+ Io

whene z = exp t 1

)(y +27
ve 2r o c

o I2r
1 h

2

3

Note that these nesults ar.e analgous to those of a n/m/I queue with
a finite waiting noom.

C is Buffen size in bits fon a uníty data nate. Also note that
T

l-imP = limP =;;i. ;;i-. )' +c
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-*th -xth
ll )e cI o

These ::esults ar:e plotted in Fig. 4.2 against thneshol-d fon

a given mean SNR with diffenent nonmalised buffen capacities C fon

a given value of RMS fading fnequency. In Fig. 4.3 ane the ovenflow

pnobabilities that cornespond to the same variation of threshold' As

expected, the::e is an optimum threshold *th to compnomise between reduced

data nate and incneased enr:on pnobability duning fult buffen conditions'

As C incneases, this optimum thneshold moves closen to the condition

p = 1 connesponding to the value of thneshold fo:r an infinite full

buffen. A" \ir is decneased below the optimum fon a given value of c, the

enlron pnobability appnoaches the infinite capacity as5rmptote fon p < I

given by:

n
l_

Yo*th
exp 4.14

,( 2rIo 1

Thindty, the nonmalised buffen capacity c nequined fo:r the

penfonmance to appnoach the theonetical lowen bound (C = - ) gnovls

exponentially. The actual buffen size B which is nequined depends on the

data nate and fading rate giving:

R.
l_ c 4, r5

2r.f
l-ms

B - Actual Buffen size in bits.
R. - Data Rate of sYstem in bits/s.

I

fn o::den to validate these theonetical nesults, the system

was simufated on a digital computen using a pantial simulation technique4'

fon the case of a 2nð. onden Buttenwonth fading spectrum with a 3dB

cut-off of l rad/sec. The nesults fo:: c = 10120 ane shown in Fig.4,2

and 4.3 which closely agnee with those pnedicted fnom the appnoximate

theonetical model.

As the sNR to vanies, the optinum threshold changes. In Fig. 4.4

the ennor: pnobability is plotted against mean SNR fon sevenal nonmalised

buffen eapacities with the optimum thneshold. This optimum thneshold was

1? {(r-P + P (t - e )] = ]- 4.13

P
e 2r+

B

4. See Davis et Al (tgzsa) and Beane € Coutts (1976)
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4.2 ADAPTTVE THRESHOLD

The nesults of section 4.1 indicate that the effect of a

full buffen condition is a shanp incnease in the elrrolî probability. Fon

this neason, the optimum threshold is much lowen than that fon the

infinite buffe:: case and decr:eases with decreasing buffen size. Thus,

it would seem desirable to make the thneshold variable to make mone

efficient use of a given buffen. Two forms of contnol- witl be discussed;

namely filter and buffet? occupancy contnol. The results of a simulation

study will be pr:esented and then some thoughts on an analytical

t::eatment on the latte:r contnol method will be discussed.

4.2.r Simulation Studv

Filten conbrol consists of an RC filten following a squaue

1ow device to estimate a shont ter:m measur:e of the mean SNR of the

fading pnocess. This fonm of filten would be necessany Ín pnactice

anJrsray fon a time vanying situation. Howeven, simulation nesults indicate

that for a stationary fading plrocess no significant penfonmance

improvement can be gained.

As stated in Section 4.1, thene is alneady an intninsic
buffen contnof in openation. However:, to ímprove penfonmance, the

thneshold can be made a dinect function G(o) of the buffer occupancy trt.

This function would nesult in a l-ower"ing thneshold as the tnansmitter-

buffen fiIled, (Contnol actually at neceiver B) so as to dec:rease the

pnobability of a fuII buffen condition. In this way the buffen contnol

smoothes the effects of a fulI buffer.

The choice of this contnol function has been investigated

by a nandom seanch technique 5' using a short simulation nun. The

nesults of sevenal such lluns ane then averaged to give the controÌ

function shown in Fig, 4.7 fon a panticular value of SNR Yo and normalised

buffe:r capacity C. From this nesult, the function (dotted cul?ve) which

is of fonm:

c(ur) = ¡rffi 4.1-6

5. Reponted by the autho:r Coutts (fgZSc).
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\,Jas used and the simulation nesult along with that for a fixed

thneshold is given in Table 4.2.

These nesults indicate that buffe:r cont::ol achieves the same

ímprovement in penformance as doubling the buffen capacity. This means

a neduction in cost and halving the message delay which is given by:

c 4.17f rms

Howeven, the fuII potential of an adaptive thneshol-d is stíIt unknown

as wilf be discussed in section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Analytical- Pnoblem

This section discusses the theonetical- formulation of the

buffer occupancy contnol pnoblem treated in section 4.2.t in a quite

genenal r^ray so as to aflow the use of two sepanate contnol functions

depending on whethen the buffen is filling or emptying. This solution

is a hystenesis control chanactenistic. The specific nesults fon the

constant th:reshold case ane also shown to be a special case.

It is assumed fon this analysis, as before, that the

stant and end of fade follow a Poisson pllocess, whene, howeven, the

actual fade length distnibution is no longer exponential due to the

vanying thneshold. In panticulan, define:

T
2T1D

P^(s,t) P

and

P (s,t) = P
u

n

ïa

._{. r/^(r) dt¡ 4. r8

{ decrease of contents fnom s to l-ess than t bits during

a b:ansmíssion peniod Ì
-s_
{'/r(r) d' 4.rs

{incnease of contents fnom s to mor:e than t bits duning

afade].

6

=e

wher:e À(o), U(ul) ane as defined in section 4.L but are noIÁI functions

6. It can funthen be noted that À and ¡ì can also include n

as well to allow fon a variable nate.
I as a vaniable
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Infinite Buffer

Fixed Opt

Thneshold

Theo::y

Sinulation

Buffe:: Contnol

,k From 10 simulation nuns.

TABLE 4.2 - Penfonrnance Usine Buffer: Contnol.

INTERMITTENT SYSTEM

o1 1.6 Yo
16dB c 10

Systen Descniption Other Panameter"s Avenage Ennon

Pnobability Pe

x+h 0.47

x+h 0.306

x*h .: 0.306

As in Fig. a.7

c(o) = .149'ffi

1.0 x 10 -4

I.27 x 10-3

1.17to.o9 x 1o-3,t

.! -tr6.02:2 x 10 'rs
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of buffen occupancy u: thr:ough the two unknown control functions

*th co(ur) du::ing a fade

sr( t^r) duning tnansmission.

In Appendix c is denived an integral equation for- the distnibution

function of the buffer: occupancy at the end of transmíssion poínts

given as:

rJ(r) = Hr(z) - 4!o *rt*,")rJ(*)¿, 4.20

and

wher:e

and

*th

Hr( z) (C,z)P 4.2r

4.22

4.23

4.24

u

C

max(x, z )
Kr(x,z) r/r(*) .ti 

^(y)t ^(x,v)Pu(v 
,z)dy

- 1/r(*) { u(x-z)Pu(x,z) + u(z-x)P^(x,z) - P^(x,c)ru(c,z)}

It must be noted that:
rJ(o) = Po

and
1

F"(c) = f

similanly, the disünibution function of the buffen occupancy at the

beginníng of tnansmission points rI(z) could be de:rived. Howeven,

contnibutions to the ennor pnobability only occun duning tnansmíssion

peniods and duning fu1I buffe:: conditions. Thus, since the end of a

tnansmission peniod is the same as any othen point duning the actual

tnansmissíon per:iod fon a Poisson process, fJ(z) atso descnibes the

buffen distr:ibution at an anbitrany point duning a tnansmission

peniod.

It is denived in Appendix C that the distnibution function

at the beginning of a tnansmission peniod ( end of fade) rI(r), which

by similan angument is the distribution function duning a fade, is de::ivable

fnom FJ(z) as:
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I min(xrz)

rr(c) 1-P c

Thus, equation 4.25 need only be evaluated fon z

given by:

x

(z) ICx=o l=o l/u (v) (r-r^ (v,z))Pu(x,Y)dv ¿rJ(x) + (r-r^(o,z))Po

4.25

4.27

Howeven, one is intenested only in P", the pnobabitity of full buffer

where

rr(o) 0 4.26

c

C which is

t/u(y)(1 - P^(v,c))Pu(x,y)dy arJ(x) + (r-pI
F (c)

0 Y=oI À(o,c))Po

4.28

dx x=0

one can now define the modified ovenflow pnobabilities Po , P 
c

as in section 4.I. If now one assumes that x is vanying nuch fasten

than the buffer occupancy then the average ennon probability is
given by: (Appendix C)

where it must be noted that

¿rJ(x) 4.29

r(r - z(eo(o))) Ì

4. 30

P 6(0)
o

rc{ (r - rot r. 6 z(sr(ur))¿rJ(ur) PP+P
e

2ol
T, + 2nt c

whene P and P ane found f:rom the unity data nate condition.t f

It wil-l also be assumed that the amount of hyste::esis is small so that

the pnobabíIíty of the SNR x being between the hystenesis Iímits is

small- (a few pencent). The actual hystenesis chanacteristic is expected

to be in the same direction as that mentioned to neduce the effect of

contnol delay (Chapte:r 3) whene a highen threshol-d is needed duning

tnansmission than duning a fade. However', this situation leads to

multipte switching instabilÍty until the signal cnosses the hystenesis

distance. In practice, this is no neal pnoblem but does involve an
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oversírnplification in the analysis.

To solve this pr-oblem analytically, appears difficult except

fon the simple case of constant thnesholds treated by Campbell (1957).

Numenical solution of the integral equation 4.20, which is a Fnedholm

equation of the second kind, is still- unden investigation. By choosing

b:reak points 'tr go and g, as fon the simulatíon study, it would seem

possible to then minimise equation 4.30 fon these val-ues by a non-linean

optimisation method as in Chapten 5.

A solution to this adaptive thneshold pnoblem is stít1 to be

found and is an anea of futune neseanch, It must afso be poínted out

that such a contnol pnoblem anises in data compression systemsT' so that

penhaps the pnoblem could be usefully genenalised. Anothen possible

genenalisation is how the transmitter and neceiven at the same station

senving opposite going data stneams could use a common buffen. This

would mean a fu::the:: reduction in buffen size and thus nesultant message

delay.

7. See Dosik (rez+) and Schwantz (1968).

4.3 SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS

such an intenmittent system has application in any slow

fading envinonment. Howeven, depending on the data nate and fading r:ate ,

the size of the nequined buffen can be ve:ry diffe::ent. To illustnate

the results of section 4.1 , in tenms of buffer size, two diffe::ent areas

of apptication wilt be discussed. These two examples, namely a Tnopscatte:r

system and a mobile nadio system, witl be discussed in more detail in

Chapter. 5.

considen a Troposcatten system openating on a 1 GHz car"nien

fr.equency at an avenage data ::ate of I Mbit/s in a slow fading

envinonment of average fade nate f" of 1 fade/s. The buffen size for a

given penfonmance nequinement depends on the fade rate since:
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f rms

Carnier fnequency (Hz).

velocity of light (km/hn).

f 4. 31

4.32

Substitution in 4.15 gives:

B 0.235 CRilf
e

In Table 4.2 ane given the buffen sÍze and nesultant message delay for

two cases of mean SNR and capacity. Fon such a system a la:rge sto::e is

::equir:ed but with mod.enn stonage techniques in rnind, this system could

have lange advantages over the pnesent systems using Ia:rge and expensive

divensity antennae pnoviding the delay was al-Iowable as in a non-voice

application.

Anothe:: intenesting application is fon a digital nobile
8.radio system -' openating on a cannie:: fireguency of 1 GHz at an avenage

data r.ate of 56 kbit/s. In such an envinonment, the buffe:: size depends

on the vehicle velocity v in km/hr: since for" i" given by: (Table 4.1)

f
f = o v 4.33rms 

"D

f
o

c

Substitution in 4.15 gives:

B 0.243 CR 4.34
t /v

In Table'-4.3 the buffen size and nesultant message detay ane given

fon two typical panameten conditíons. Fon such a system' a message delay

of about 0.1- seconds would be pe::fectly acceptable fon voice applications

and the dígítaI circuitny (see section 4.5) could be put onto one chíp.

Thene is a pnoblem of coullse, if the vehicle moves veny slowIy on

stops in a signal nuII; howeven, this example iflustrates a novef

8. See Clanke (rgoe).
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TABLE 4.3 SYSTEM BUFFER REQUIREMENTS

INTERMITTENT SYSTEM

Tnoposcatten SYstem Mobile Radio System

R.
l_

Þ
e

lMbit/s

-61.0 x 10

t.Yo=19d8 c=50 f"=1

B

T

12 I'fbit

12 s.
D

,.\o = 20dB C=20 f"=1

B

T

4.7Mbit

4.7 s.
D

R
t_

56 kbit/s

P 1.0 x 1o-4
e

1 Yo tTdB C=20 v=3Olcm/h::

B

T

9.0 kbit

D
0.16 s.

,, ^to = 18dB C = I0 v = 3olcrn/hn

B 4. skbit

T
D

0.08 s .
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approach to the moving mobile situation.

In any apptication the compromise between tnansmitten pollen

and buffen size fo:: a given pe::fonmance measune must be weighted in

some fashion. Howeven, these examples illustnate that such an

inter.mittent system with an adequate buffen (and hence message delay)

can achieve penfonmance companable to an optimum founth order: divensity

system.

4.4 SYNCHRONISATTON PROBLEM

As in any synchnonous digital transmission system, thene is

a need fon synchnonisation. Howeve:r, in a va::iab1e :rate tnansmission

system, this pnobfem is funther complicated by the need fon buffen

synchnonisatíon. However:, one must finst briefty discuss bit and block

s5rnchnonisation. This tneatment is confined to an intermittent system

and no attempt is nade to coven the added pnoblems with multi-nate

tr.ansmission.

It is assumed fon this work that nean penfect bit synchnonisation

is possible and block synchnonisation (block size of no bits) is al-so

nean penfect except fon a loss of a block of data due to a feedfonwand

eluton. (see section 3.I.4) To achieve s5mchr:onism the tnansmission

clock is phase locked at a multiple (namely the tnansmission ratio :rr)

of the main data clock . The neceiver then locks onto this tnansmission

clock and der-ives the main data clock in nevense mannen. To maintain this

lock duning non-tnansmission peniods' a one-zeno sequence would be

tnansmitted so as to maximise this tocking capability

Howeven, a unique nequinernent of such a system is the need fo::

buffer synchnonisatíon. This means that the buffen occupancy at the

transmitter. and neceiver (p1us bits in t::ansit) must total one complete

buffen size. In this way, when the tnansmitter buffer empties, the

receiver buffen fills exactly the numben of tnansit bit times later and

vice vensa. In this situation the buffens ane saíd to be in trlockrt. An

impontant nequinement of such a rrlockrr is that it be unique and that the

buffens automatically pull into lock at stant uP on aften a feedforwand

enron.
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To achieve this lock, the tnansmitten buffer must transmit

when it is fuI] and sto transmission when it is empty. These decisions

(stightlymodifiedfnomsection3.l.4)anethensenttoreceivenB
by feedfonwa::d tnansmission' If n, = )'0 on gneaten' then the receiven

nequines only one intr-insic contnol to stop inputing data v¡hen the

tnansmitten buffer is fuII' Y' With this control the buffens pull

into lock when the tnansmitten buffen goes empty, because then the

neceiven hits furr buffen. This locking mechanism is independent of the

numben of bits in tr:ansit. This has been demonstrated with some handwane

(see sectíon 4.4) and also with a simufation pnognam'

Howeven,thesituationfo:rtnansmissionnatios:r'<2.o
is mone complex to follow in detail. Thus' no sPecific method is given

her:e to achieve rrlockrr for this situation for such transmission ratios '

It does not seem unneasonable to assume that a similan method (but

involving a countell at the neceiven) is possible fon such situations'

Anothen pnoblem envisaged is how this feedfonward infonmation

can be slmthesised at the neceiver when the main channel sNR goes low

(íex.f;.h,seeChapten3).Ifthisisnotdone,theneceivenwillnot
know to star:t inputting if the Tx buffen goes full. similan, to the

above situation, the solution would seem to be a counter at the

neceiven to generate intninsic cont::oI in synehnonism with the feedfonwa::d

infonnation.

Thesynchronisationpnoblenhasstillanumbenofaspects
unanswened in detair as alneady discussed. Howeven, the basic principre

involved is veny similan to a phase locking problem and is an avenue

fon funthen wonk.

9. See Cowley (1975).
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4.5 HARDV¡ARE MODEL

One of the main requinements of an ínte::mittent system is a

buffen at both transmitte:: and neceiven. In section 4.1, the effect of

a finite buffen on penfonmance is analysed and thus the size of buffen

nequined for: a panticulan application can thus be pnedicted. specific

examples wilt be discussed. in chapten 5. Howeven, how such a buffen

system would ope::ate in pnactice to impnove pe::fonmance wiII be

d,iscussed hene wíth nespect to a specific ha:rdwane model of the system

that was built.

Duníng the course of this work, two buffen systems wene

designed and built. The finst of these consisted of two buffers of 1024

bits using dynamic shift negistens. Howeve::, such a buffe:r system would

l_imit the data nate to I Kbit/s due to the maximum clock fnequency

limitation. The second buffen system uses two 4096 bít dynamic RAl4s'

This system has a data nate lowen Iímit or 32 kbit/s due to nefresh

nequir:ements and an upper limit of about 320 kbit/s due to cycle time

limitations. This pa::ticula:: buffen system nepor-ted by Cowley (1975)

was then used in the hardwane model simulation of an inte::mittent

system suitable for a mobile nadio envi::onment. (see section 4.3)

The system model is illustnated in Fig. 4.8 inconponating

the two 4 kbit buffens. The analogue message is converted to a digital

bit stneam by a companded delta modurator' 
10' which is then clocked ínto

the transmitten buffen. As can be seen, the highen tnansmission nate

clock is denived fnom the data clock by a phase locked loop. Then,

acconding to the channel state and whethen the buffen is full oo "*pty,g'
bits ane nead out of the tnansmitter buffer into a continuous bit

stream to dnive an FM modulaton. The RF signal at about l- MHz goes into

a Rayleigh fading simufaton 11' which gíves an output which has a nandom

(actually pseudo nandon) Rayleigh distributed amplitude distribution

and a nandom unifonmly distnibuted phase distnibution' One output goes

to an envelope detecton and comparator to derive the channel state'

(ie. whethen the sNR is above on below a th::eshold) . The othen output

10.

r1.
See Davis

See Davis

(rs74).
(1s7s).
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plus noise goes to a non-cohenent FSK demodul-aton to give a continuous
bit sh:eam. Then, accor:ding to the state of the delayed fed-fo::wand

decisíon of the transmitter and whethe:: the receiver. buffer is full,
(see section 4.4) bits ane inputed to the receive:r buffen. Bits ane r:ead.

out of the receiver into the del-ta demodulaton to yield the neceíved

analogue message.

Using this system model, the behaviou:: of the system was

observed fon differ:ent values of thneshold, sNR and fading nate. For: a
given value of SNR and fading rate, the threshold *th i" vaniable
manually. When x1¡ = Q , the system openates as a normal single ::ate
system, but with a 3 dB infenio:r SNR (Hene n, = ).0). As the
thneshold is incr"eased, the perfo::mance dr"amatically imp:roves until_
occasional- fuIl buffen conditions occur which can be observed visually
on a fu1l buffeir indicator light at the tnansmitter and is noticeable
audibly as shanp pops in the signal. This thr"eshotd fon best performance

is quite easil-y found manually using the indicaton light. One of the most

intenesting obsenvations is the effect of differ"ent fade nates on

speech.

If the vehicle moved. veny slowly at about 5 km/hr, the fadingl2'
nesults in a swishing sound on the signat so that complete wor-ds can

be lost in the fade. This of coul?se, is unacceptable. If the vehicle
moves at about 30 km/hn, the fading nesults in plops in the signal
so mar:ring sy1labIes but sti1l giving undenstandabte but poo:: speech.

However:, if the fading is fast con?esponding to a vehicle speed of I0O km/hn,

the speech becomes unintelligible. The signal seems to be totally immensed

in noise nathen than undengoing fading as such. V[hen an intermittent
system is used to combat the fading, the perfonmance impnovement is
most dramatic for the fast fading situation. At 30 km/hn the impr:ovement

is stÍIl quite marked indicating the buffen size pnedictions f::om

theony ane quite neasonabl-e. Howeven, 4 kbit buffe::s cannot cope with
the ver"y slow fades occuning at 5 km/hr and littte impnovement with an

intenmittent system is obsenved.

12, This is fon a non-intenmittent system.
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with a continuous system, incr.easing the mean SNR only

gnadualty imp:roves system penformance. Howeven, with an intenmittent

system the pe::fotfmance impnoves quite quickly so that fon speech

applications, no appr:eciable impnovement is noticed (ie. no point in
-tÌP < l-0 ').

e

some of these obse:rvations have been necorded on magnetic

tape fon demonstr:ation pu::poses. Howeven, the most useful aspect of

the hor.dwa::e model is to illustnate some of the system charactenistics

such as buffen synchnonisation and the ovenflow conditions.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The required buffer size fon an intenmittent system fon a

pa::ticulan penfonmance level has been de::ived whene fon optimum

penfonmance the::e is a unique choíce for the thneshold. Howeven, it was

noticed in Chapten 3 that a vaniable nate system subject to a small

amount of contnol delay did not tnansmit data bel-ow a centain threshold.

Thus, it is suggested a similar sized buffen would be requined for a

vaniable ::ate system as for an intenmittent system and thus neducing

the possible potential of a fulJ-y variable nate system'

In onden to make better use of a given buffen size, methods

to vany the th::eshold. wene examined. A simulation study suggests that the

buffen size could be halved by making the thr"eshold a suitable function

of buffen occupancy. A more general contnolpoblem involving a

hystenesis control function has been fonmulated. The solution of this

pnoblem, howeven' is an anea fon future wonk.

rn order to illustnate the nesults obtained for the

intennittent system, two system examples which ar:e considened in gneater"

detaíI in Chapter: 5, ane examined with negand to the nequined buffen

size. These examples show that the buffen size nequired is not

unl?easonable in the light of cunnent memony technology. AIso discussed

is how the two buffens can be s5rnchnonised and nesynchronised after- a

feed-forwand enno::.

A handwane model of the mobíIe system using 4K buffens $Ias
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tested using a fading simulator. It is found that there are thr:ee diffe::ent

fading rate catagonies in negand to thein effect on speech. An

intenmittent system is most effeetive on the veny fast fading (vehicle

velocity of 100 kn/hn) which, subjectively, has the wonst effect on

speech. Howeve:ro such a system could not cope with the ve::y slow

fading unless a langen buffen wene used. It is also found that it is

quite easy to manually find the best thneshold which, in pnactice, could

be automaticatlY adjusted.
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CHAPTER 5

5.0 INTRODUCTTON

The wonk so far. has considened the constraints on a channel

state fedback system in isolation of each othen and thus negì-ected the

effect of intenaction. One fonm of intenaction, namely the intenaction

of feedback enro:r and control delay fon an intenmittent system has

been briefly discussed in Chapten 3. Howeven, this chapten combines the

results obtained in Chapten 3 and 4 fon an inte::mittent system so that

the total- penfonmance can be studied. These nesults ane then applied in

detait to two case studies (intnoduced in Chapten 4) to illustnate

more specifically the const::aints of design of such a system.

Simulation nesults ane also given to validate this analysis.

5.1 COMBINED SYSTEM ANALYSIS

llhen all of the constnaints ar:e included fon an ínte:rmittent

system, as illustrated in a system model in Fig. 5.1-' the effect of

interactions between the vanious constnaints must be conside::ed. One

of the most inpontant intenactions is how the feedback strategy, (ie. not

sending data when the feedback channel SNR is below a threshold Van)

as dÍscussed in Chapten 3, effects the buffen distnibution and thus

the ovenftow distnibutions discussed in Chapte:: 4. Once this íntenaction

has been included one can denive the expression for the avellage errlon

pnobability fon the whole system and optimise fon the va:rious system

panametens.

5.1-.1 Effect of Feedback S on Buffe:: Distribution

In or:de:: to combat the effects of feedback ellnoll (see Chapte::3)

tnansmission is halted if the feedback channel SNR goes too low. Thus

the effective annival (non-t::ansmission peniod) distr"ibution is a

function of mean fade dunations on the main and feedback channels.

Howeve::, it will be shown that the main effect of the feedback stnategy

is to incnease the pnopontion of non-tnansmission time as nefl-ected

in the tnaffic intensity p ( see Chapten 4) nathen than to make the fades

longen. Quite to the conttlany, the effect of the feedback str:ategy is to
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make the mean non-firansmission peniod shorte::l

In Appendix D is derived an aPproximate expnession fon the

non-tnansmission period distnibutíon function on the assumption of

exponential fade durations on main and feedback channels as a function

of the two thnesholds x-n and Y-¡. This is given as:

r( t) ad . -ctle(a+b)(b+d)

abcd
(a + d)(b + d)(a - c + d)(¡ + c - d)

bcd - ( a+b+c )t
(a+b)(b+d)(a+b-rc )

{ r+

-(a + d)

-(b + c)t

]e - (a+d+c )t

e

-at

e

+

+

+

r t ----L] err a-b-c

abcd
(b+c)(b+d)(a-b-c)(a+ d - b)

abd
+ { r+ c

a-b+d

whe::e arbrc, and d a::e necípnocal time constants of the fade distnibutions

on the two channels given bY:

-Y--
a = f lG-. ") 5.2

ny'

/ 
"-Ytn

b

(c + d)(b + d)(a + c+ d)

f lry

5.I

5.3

applying to the feedback channel and

I /x
5.4

fl = f , __ = (n. - I)/ 5.5
nxl o-xth 

l- u

applicable to the main channel which ane used in the analysis in Chapten

4 whene the feedback channel was assumed to be penfect and thus gave

the non-t:ransmission distnibution as :

c= frx/(r- 
"-"t\

F(t )
-ct 5.6
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f andf a::e given by:
t?x ry

-xth2f fix.- ethf nx

f
ny

rms

ltms

5.7

5.8

5.I0

5 .11

s.12

5.r3

a>c>d>b

d -ct

-vtn
2r q e

The distnibution given by 5.1 is shown in Fig. 5.2 fon sevenal

diffenent typícaI vafues of thr.eshotd yah for" a given value of threshold

>th. It can be seen that fon most cases of interest the distnibution
is exponential.

Fon an intenmíttent system the inequality given by:

Ytrr .<< 5.9

is applicable which leads to the inequality:

Thus, considening t > I/s
fir"st tenm:

F(t) ad {r+(a+b)(¡+¿)

which fon l-ow y-¡ simplifies to

equation 5.1 can be approximated by the

-ct

F(t ) e

Thus, íf one contends that the buffen behaviour is affected by the

distnibution tail, then one can assume the wonst case of

b+d

À

'/ "

that is, À is unaffected. Howeve::, fnom the theonem of total pr:obability,
the pnopontion of non-tnansmission time to tnansmission time, as

neflected in the tnaffic intensity s, (Chapten 4) is modified to:

" 
"an n Yth

p -11l
l-

t
5 .14
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Thus, as stated earlier, the effect of this feedback strategy is to

increase the traffic intensity and thus incnease the required buffer

capacity to achieve the same oveuflow pnobabilities.

Thus, the effect of the feedback strategy on the buffen

distribution can be included in a complete system analysis which is

tneated in section 5.I.2.

5.L.2 Perfo::mance OPtimisation

Combining the nesults of Chapten 3 l^Iith those of section

5.1.I one can obtain an expllession fon the aver:age enl:on pnobability

subject to all the constr:aints discussed. Then the per:fonmance can be

optimised fon the best openating panameter:s.

ll

Since the ovenflow pnobabilities Po and P" ane índependent

of the SNR values x and y' one can combine equation 3.30 and 4'l-l to

give:
2

11I
Yr * 2or-

-\r| 'th z z
P {(r-P ze) +( )o

+

5 .1s

e

whe::e

o Yf

P+ c
(r - z)]

ûJ
m

++ 2 + yf

n {(r-P )eI o

double et?ror tenm (smatl)
-x. .

(,)(t - " 
-n)

and thus cornbining 3.18 and 4.13 one obtains

- ( x.n+v-n )

2 + \f

(y
m

et11 - "*tr'cn +

-X-r-
(t - ze Lrt)

2 + yf ))

1 s .16

5 .17

s .18

+ 2nr)xan
z (r - :.2)r+Yt2n

(ym 2r'r)x an
z 2n

1

(Yf z)]tn
2

(¡) = eXP tl_ 5 .19
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+2
û)

f
,]exp

I

.x s.20
m 2 t

and

It -t 1-p s.21
o 1-pe -ßc

-ßc 5.22P or I e
c

whene
I-p s.23

and p and À a::e those denived in section 5.1.1.

These nesults assume that feedfonwand and feedback er:nor:s

(except fo:: when y < yth) do not significantly effect the buffen

distnibution due to thein small pnobability of occullnence. Secondly,

the effect of feedfonwa::d eruol: , which is nepr-esented by the last two

te::ms of equation 5.I5, has been doubl-ed due to the loss of data when the

buffens nesynchronise (see Chapten 4). It has al-so been noted that
the double ennor tenm given pneviously by the author" Coutts (tgZSa) is
negligible.

P o1

1
P

o

ß

T

^ 
Eguation 5.15 can now be optimised with respect to nn, *th,

y¡¡ and x-n Biven some suitable value of n This is done using the

modified Fletchen Powelll' algonithm on tnl ¿igital computer. The

nesults of this optimísation will be considered in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1.3 Simulation Pnocedune

In onden to validate the combined analysis, especialty that

of section 5.I.1, the system is pantially simulated on the digital
computen. By pantial simulation, it is meant that centain pnoperties

of the system ane assumed to behave acconding to a known analytical
fonmula which is a function of system parameters and thus is just
calcul-ated duning the simulation. Further. discussion of this method is
covened by Beane and Coutts (1976).

t. See Lootsma (tgZt)
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For this simulation, the effect of feedback e::r:or and

feedfonward a:re par"tially sinulated (except fon when y < y1¡) acco:rding

to their" pr:e-íntegrated analytical pnobability formulae of Chapte:: 3

(except the effect of feedfor.wand enrorl is doubl-ed). These ane given by:

t { Por(y)nrP.(x) } xth -< x < x¡¡i y ) ytrr

2, { rro(x) } x 7 x1¡i y ) ytrr

3 l for(V) ] x < x1¡i y >,y1¡

This pnognam also neglects the effect of buffen slmchr-onisation.

Typically, the feedback (and feedforwand) er?r?or pr:obabilities
ar-e extnemely J-ow, so that fu1l simulation is out of the question.
This is why only par"tial simulation is used to estimate these effects.
Howeven, this simulation should val-idate the assumptíons of section 5.1.1
whe::e it has been pessimiStically appnoximated that À is unaffected for
the choice of y,.. (Actually slightty less) It can also be noticed- th'
that the simul-ation also neglects the double enror tenm when a feedfor.wand

ernon eancels a feedback ennon fon x . *th.

This simulation prognam is used in section 5.3 to validate
the resul-ts predicted fon the case studies.

5.2 CONSTRAINT APPRAISAL

Using the expression fon aver:age ernor pnobability denived in
section 5.1.2, one can nol^r assess the effect of the va:rious constnaints
indivídually with the othen constnaints included but constant. These

nesults can then be compared with the results of Chaptens 3 and 4 to
assess the validity of the oniginal assumption that the constraint
Íntenaction is a second order effect. Then an example is simulated to
val-idate the analysis of section 5.1.1.

In Fig. 5.3 is plotted the variation of penfonmance wíth
inc::easing r"ate natio no fon sevenal values of nor.malised buffer capacity
C at a pa::ticular: value of SNR yo. The ímpnovement is negligible fon
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n > 1000 as found in chapter 3. This cor:responds (fo:r n^= 50) to
rp

about 1I dB greaten SNR on the se:rvice informatíon than the main

information. Howeve:r, no is limited by the effect of increasing control

delay and, as noted in Chapte:r 3, the possibly undesinable feature of

Iongen (though less pnobable) erlîoll bunsts.

Howeve::, in ondel? to quantify the effect of contnol delay on

penfonmance, one needs to know the cornelation coefficient as a function

of the delay-bandl^¡idth pnoduct fo:: the par:ticulan fading spectnum' In

Table 5.I is the connesponding table to Table 4.I giving the autocot're1atíon

coefficient fon the vanious spectna G(f). From this table, the lst

onder Butterwonth spectrum as used by Caver:s (see Chapter" 3) is the

wonst case when considering the effect of contt'ol delay. Thus, using

the second order Buttenwonth spectnum as an example, Fig. 5.4 shows

the effect of cont::ol delay límiting the increase of the nate natio no

for diffenent natios of tnansmission nate to fading nate. From these

cunves it is again seen the dnastic effect of contnol delay (see Chapter'

3) on pe:rformance when it exceeds a cr:itical amount. Companison with

the nesults of Chapter 3 suggests that an exponential connelation

function, although mone gradual in its effect on penfonmance for'

incneasing delay, Ís ve:ry pessimsitic fon small delays such that Vr < 0'I'

This onden of effect is also noted by Davis (1970) for" a feedback

divensity system. It can be concluded fnom these gnaphs that a ::atio of

between I00 and I0O0 would be used depending on the penfonmance leve1

and aflowable contnol delay. This corlresponds to 5 - tI dB higher nean

SNR on the service information than the main info:rmation.

In Fig. 5.5 is plotted the effect of incneasing buffen size

for diffenent vafues of r.ate natio no at a given value of mean SNR yo'

At a low value of nate ratio, the required value of thneshold y+h to

give adequate seirvice inforrnation relíability causes an undue amount of

decnease of tnansmission tirne nesulting in a largen buffer requirement'

This is obsenved fon the case of nr = I0. Howeven, for no > I00 this

fonm of intenaction is a second order effect. In p::actice' especially

when buffen contnol would be used (see Chapter 4), a nor:matised buffer

capacity of about 20 to 50 would be used depending on the penformance

level nequined as i]lustnated in the next section ín the case studies.

In orden to validate the analysis r.esults, especially those
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TABLE 5.1 - AUTO-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Auto-con:relation
Coefficient k(r)

Powen Spectnum G(f)

k(r) - r- #
fon srnall Vt.

k(r ) sinc( 2rf 
"r)

k(t) sl_nc

k(r )

Vrk(r )

k(t )

(fon small f.t)

2

2 2( )c

c

e

rft

2rf r)

1 - (2nf r)2,c 14

-(znr 'r\2
=eCt t2

J(
o

2. Hene sinc x is defined as sin x,
x
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pertainingtotheeffectoffeedbackstrategyonr:equir:edbuffer
capacity, the system was simulated as discussed ea:rlien using the

optimumpanametenspr:edictedf::omtheanalysis'InTabte5'2a:rethe
results of a simulation pl?ognam as discussed in section 5;1'3 which uses

the optimised panametens p:redicted. From five independent (but I'sufficientlyrl

Iong) tluns one can establish confidence inte::vals on the nesult'

TABLE 5.2 - SIMULATION RESULT

This resul-t indicates quite close agneement wíth that pnedicted firom

theony in spíte of the assumptions made. It must be added that this is

a pantial sinulation since fuII simulation would be totally out of the

INTERMITTENT SYSTEM

Optimised PanametensFixed System Pa::ameter:s

n
p

*th

Ytr,

*th

19

0.315

0. 088

= 0.033

20

I

4
10

V

n

= l-.6T

C

t8 dB

::- R.lr-

n=100

Yo

1.62 x 10

1.47 x I0

-40.24 x 10Sample Standard Deviation

959o Confidence Intenval using 5 r-uns

-4Theoryt P,

-4Simul-ation: P

-tI -l+ -(l.r8 x 10 ', r.77 x ro )

:', Each nun is 50,000 Points'
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question due to the small magnitude of the pnobabilities of some of

the events involved ( eg. to { feedfonward er::or} ).

Fr.om the resufts discussed in this section, it is observed

that the main th::eshol-d xan is set mainly by the buffer size used. The

threshold" yth, i¡¡ uo" set according to the allowable value of ::ate

natio n consistent with the const::aint of maximum contr"ol- de1ay.
ll

Howeven, these choices ane penhaps best iltustnated in the case studies

of the next sectíon.

5.3 CASE STUDÏES

In this section, two case studies ane discussed in onden to

illustnate the r"esults presented so far, and indicate the :refevant

constnaints peculiat- to the situation. From the theo::eticaf nesults '
pe::fonmance of an intermittent system is then companed with altennative

systems using diversity pentinent to the appJ-ication. Discussed in this

context is the cost of the memony nequinements fon such s system in the

light of developíng memony technology.

5.3.I Troposcatten System

A Tr:oposcattef'system involves long distance communication

via scatte::ed micnowave enengy off the Tnoposphene. Howeven' such

systems involve high capital cost due to the Iange antenna dishes

nequined and high t::ansmittelî Povüen. Thus, this area seems a like1y

candidate fon the use of an intenmittent system fon digital applications

whene the buffen delay would not be of gneat consequence.

In Table 5.3 is a lsit of nel-evant pa::amete::s applicable to

a typical Tnoposcatten application.

Using these figunes in Table 5.3, one can now design an

intenmittent system using the considenations discussed.

3. Schwa::tz et A1 (fg00), Gunthen (f900).
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TABLE 5.3 - TROPOSCATTER SYSTEM PARAMETERS

In Chapten 4, it was suggested that a buffen size of about

C >20 would be sufficient. Secondly, in onden to have sufficíent
neliability on the service information a ::ate natio no of 100 to 1000

is necessany. Howeven, to investigate the possible choices of these

parametens, equations can be der"ived in te::ms of the nonmalised

vaniables used previously. The contnol delay t is given by:

+'c
tî R.

1

)Df
1f Ln2 )nf-11 e

5.24

5.26

+(

2ntl

1

whene D is pnopagation distance.

The 3 dB bandwidth of the fading pnocess is related to the fading nate

by:

2f n/un, nad/s 5.25
e

V

4 4 r /In2thus, Vt r- R.I1
(

-5 -62.84 x 10 Df + 5.32 x 10 nf
11 e

Cannien F:requency: 1 GHz

Distance: 2O0 - 500 km

Data Rate: I Mbit

Fading Rate: t - 10 fades/s.

Spectr"urn: 2nd O:rder Buttenwonth

Tnansmitten Powen: I - 30 kl,ü

P IO -6
Penfonmance Level: e

For the maximum fading::ate of l-0 and fon Vr < 0.1 this l-eads to the
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requinements

D<350km
and

n < 2000
n

Sirnilanly, the nonmalised buffen capacity is given by:

5.27

s.28

2 fi Ln2 Bfc e
1

-6 5.294.26 x I0 fB

Fon the minimum fadíng nate fon C > 20 we have

B>5Mbit 5. 30

Thus ' one has denived the nelevant const::aints applicable to

a Troposcatten system. The only distunbing observation is the distance

lilnitation of 350 km due to the effect of excessive contnol delay'

pnoviding this restr.iction is valid, the typical system parameters would

be as shown in Table 5.4 whene a distance of 320 krn is taken as a

neasonable figune.

TABLE 5.4 - PERFORMANCE OF INTERM ITTENT TROPOSCATTER SYSTEM

R

e

Distance:

Data Rate:

Transmission natio nt:
Buffe:: Size:

Rate natio to,
Mean SNR Yo:

Fading Rate f":

320 km

1 Mbit/s
t.6
5 Mbit

r000

2IdB

1 fade/sec.

n=95
p

x th = 0'259

Panametens:

v
x

th = 0.02

= 0.037-fn

Penfonmance: P = 1.05 x I0
e

-6

Jsfs:t Table 5.4 is continued on page 8S.
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?i'?t?t Table 5.4 continued.

The penfonmance obtained with an intenmittent system including all of

the discussed constnaints as presented in Table 5.4 is about l- dB

infenior to founth onden dual space-fnequency dívensity 4' as used on

pnesent systems. Howeven, instead of a second lange antenna' one

nequines a 5 Mbit store at tnansmitter: and receiven. It can also be

noted that these thnesholds nust vany with fading rate and mean SNR.

In such a Troposcatten system application, an intermittent

system could pnove an altennative method to dive::sity. In the light
of the fast neducing cost of memony (eg. 0.O2c/bit fon CMOS memolly)'

the economic choice considering equivalent penfolrmance potential, favou:rs

such systems using buffe:rs as opposed to lange secondar-y antennae of

t0 m diameten which ane expensive, immobile and nequi:re laboun intensive

constnuctíon. An intenmittent system, howeve::, nequiring buffens would not

suffe:: such disadvantages. On the othen hand, 5 seconds delay in the

bit stream may not be allowab1e Ín some situations thus pnecluding its

use.

5 .3.2 Mobile Radio Svstem

Anothen a::ea of application of an intermittent system' is a

mobile nadio telephony system ope::ating in the micnowave spectnum' Ïn

this apptication,5' napid fading occulls due to the vehicle velocíty

4. This figune is fon the optinum maxímal natio system

5. See Clanke (1968).

Fading Rate f": 10 fades/s.

n = 75
pPar:ametens:

X th

1-n

"th

= 0.423

= 0.012

0.074

Þ I.93 x 10 -6
Per:fonmance: e
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with nespect to the scatterers which ane usualJ-y buildings ' tl'ees and

othen such objects. The suggested solution to thís pnoblem is divensity

antennae on the mobile. Howeven, it will be shown that an intenmittent

system can achieve similan penfonmance by the use of one antenna and

a compact memory sYstem.

In Table 5.5 is a tist of relevant Panameter:s applicable

to this situation.

TABLE 5.5 - MOBILE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Fon such a system, the V pnoduct is given by:

4nf
Vt

5 -4= J.88 x l-0 Dv + 1.30x10 nv
n

Fon the maximum vehicl-e velocity of I00 km/hn, and Vr < 0.1, this
leads to

D<26km
and

n <8
n

)ov + 5 .31

s .32

s.33

5.34

c

Similar:ly, the normal-ised buffen capacity is given by:
rrE

^ = +- B,_,eK.
1

Ca:rnien Fnequency:

Distance:

Data Rate:

Mobile Velocity:
tr

Spectr:um r '

Penfonmance Level:

I GHz

l--20km
56 kbit/s.
30 - 100 km/hr3

P
e

t_0
-4

5. See Clanke (rg6e).
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tr
-J7.35 x I0 vB

Thus for the minimum fading nate of v

obtains
c > 4.5 kbit

g0 km/hr and C > l0 one

5.35

5.36

These equations thus descr"ibe the constr"aints applicabl-e to

the mobil-e situation. The most dnastic constnaint is the limitation on

rate natio n Thus two design apProaches will- be discussed; one
tl

uses the alternative contr:ol method discussed in Chapten 3. Fon this

system, a buffen size of I kbit (gfgZ bits) would be convenient where

one 16 kbit RAM could be used to accomodate both the A-B Tx buffer and

the B-A Rx buffe::. (See Chapten 3). The possibility of an integr-ated

buffe:r system wil-I be discussed laten.

fn Table 5.6, the perfonmance of an inter"mittent system

fon a mobile application whene feedback infor:mation is sent back to the

tnansmitten is summar:ised. Also given is the pe::fonmance whe:re the

alternative contr"ol method is used (Chapten 3) nesulting in a 2 dB

Iowen SNR nequi::ement. This penfonmance is about 3.5 dB supe:rior to second

onde:r space divensityU' "= it is p::oposed to be used to combat fading

in such an envinonment. Thus, instead of using a second antenna on the

vehicle, a small buffe:r (one 16 K RAM) could be integnated with the

control cir:cuitr:y onto one LSI chip in the transceiver..

However", it is felt that considering all of the panametens

::el_evant to a mobile application, divensity is pnobably the best

solution to the fading pnoblem in this situation, since at l- GHz the

antennae nequined would be quite small, close together and inexpensive.

An intenmittent system woufd be a mone complex pnoposition' especially

if one considers the afte::native contnol pnoblems and the l-ower: Iimit
on the vehicle velocity. The puupose of examining this anea of

application is to il-lustnate the design constnaints on an intermittent

system and how these var:y with the application.
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sys tem Usine Alternative Contnol -
Mean SNR v :'o

Vehicle Velocity v:

Panametens:

Per:fonmance:

Vehicle VelocítY v:

Panamete:rs:

Penfonmance:

18 dB

100 km/hr"

x.. = 0.386tn
P = 1.56 x

e

30 km/h::

5
IO

*th = 0.3I0
- 8,45 x L0 -R

P
e

Distance:

Data Rate:

Tnansmission Ratio:

Buffen Size:

5kn
56 kbit/s.
1.6

I kbit

Svstem Using Feedback -

Rate Ratio n :r
Mean SNR v :'o

Vehicle Velocity v:

Par:ametens

10

20 dB

100 km/h:r

n =$
= 0.336

= 0 .088

= 0. 168

= J.89 x 1o-5

p
x th
thv

*th
Per.fonmance: P

e

Vehicle Velocity v:

Panametens

30 krn/hn

n
P

-tr-J

= 0 .255

= 0 .093

= 0.1-78
- l-[

= 1.20 x 10

*th

Itr,
*th

Penfonmance: P
e

TABLE 5.6 - PERFORMANCE OF INTERMITTENT MOBILE SYSTEM
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has combined the work of Chapters 3 and 4

neganding an intermittent systern to firstly validate the app:roach of
examining the constnaints sepanately and secondly to undenstand the

effect of constr:aint intenaction. It has been found that the main fonm

of intenaction is between decr"easing infor:mation ernor (increasing no)

and increasing the ::esul-tant contr^o1 delay whích is panticular:Iy

obvious in the mobile system application. It is afso found that for" this
same situation (Iow no) that the effect on buffer distnibution is
gneatest. fn effect, these comments can be genenalised to say that fon

such channel state feedback systems, the fading must be very slow with
nespect to the data nate.

For the combined analysis and case studies considened rn

this chapten, no account is taken of the performance improvement

possible with buffer adaption and buffen sha::ing as discussed in Chapten

4. In negand to the design considenatíons discussed in the case studies,

it would pnobably mean the buffen sizes quoted could be at least halved.

Final1y, fr.om considenation of the case studies, applicatÍon

of an intenmittent system to a digital tnoPoscatten system is quite

feasible and in the light of cunr:ent memory system development is a

viable alte::natíve to divensity techniques. Anothe:r application not

mentioned pneviously is to a FDM voice system whe::e data is sent in a

voice slot. In this situation, an intenmittent system can be intenfaced

to a cunnent FDM system to imp::ove enrors penfonmance with a small buffer'

system (eg.16 Kbit, one chip) and using the senvice information ah:eady

used on most micnohrave systems. Thus, an intermittent system is not just

limited to the areas discussed or: to a pure digital system.
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CHAPTER 6

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The centnal pr:obtem in data communications in a fading

envinonment is the effect of deep fades on the ellÌ^or pr"obability ' This

p::obl-em affects most modulation methods in a similar fashion so that in

order to do a compallative study of system perfol?mance, non-coherent

FSK is used and the channel is considened to be a sl-ow' non-selective

Rayleigh fading channel.

Channel State Feedback, wher:e the tnansmitter adapts to the

va::ying signal level by using feedback information fnom the r:eceiver:,

has been suggested as a method of combatting the effects of fading'

However, conside:ration of the vanious system types subject to the

openational constraints of any such systsm shows that system perfonmance

is veny dependent on these const::aints. Thus, it is felt that only the

mor.e simple channel state feedback systems such as channe] selection

and intenmittent tnansmission ane praeticalJ-y viable' Vaniable power ís

limited to a support nole in o:rder to save pol^Ien consumption fo¡ nemote

r:epeatens. Thus, an inte::mittent system emerges as the system with

the most pnactical penformance potential as an alternative to divensity'

A fundamental pi:obl-em of such channel state feedback systems

is the possibiJ-ity of control infonmation ernor and control delay' F:rom

specific investigation of an intermittent system, it has been found that

the mean SNR of the control info::rnation must be about I0 dB higher than

that of the main infor"mation and that a t'play safert strategy must be

adopted to minimise the effect of deep fades on the cont::ol infor:mation'

fn orden to track such a time va:rying channel the contnol delay must be

l-ess than about L09o of the fading time constant. Such control delay is

veny important in its effect on the systern penformance and it ís conjectured

that a hystenesis char:acteristic is desirable to minimise the effect

of such de1ay. Secondly, in the case of non-reciprocal fading wher"e

al-tennative control delay is not possible, this control delay must be

incr.eased to improve the neliability of the se:rvice information.

Any variable r ate systems require a buffer at the tiransmitter
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and receiver to intenface with a uniform data sounce and sink' For an

intermittent system, an expnession fo:: the average el:l?oll probability fon

a specific buffer síze, mean SNR and fading spectnum has been denived

which shows thene is an optimum thneshold. Fu:rther, fo:: the optimum

thr"eshold, the average ellror3 pnobabiJ-ity fa11s off exponentiarly even

for a finite buffer. In onden to make mo:re efficient use of the buffer,

this th::eshold can be made a function of the buffer occupancy' A

simulation study indicates that this form of contr"ol can l-ead to a

reduction by 50% of the requined buffer size. This pnoblem is then fonm-

ul-ated analytically in a mone general context atlowing fon a hystenesis

control law and va::iable tnansmissíon :rate '

In onder to better undenstand the behaviour of such a buffened

system, a hardwane model of an intenmittent system using two 4K RAMs

was constructed and then tested using a :random fading simulator and

:random noise gener.ato:r. using digitised speech giving a data rate of

56 kbit/s, the system quíte d::amatically r:emoved the effects of rapid

fading. rn or.der to operate such a system, the buffers must be synchronised'

Fonthecaserl=).0thiswasachievedsimpl-ybysendingthetransmitte::
d.ecisions as feedfonwand information. The need for- mo:re work in this

ar:ea ís discussed later.

In onder to pnedict the per:fonmance of an inter:mittent system

in p::actice, the combined effects of al-l the constnaints must be

conside::ed. It is shown that the feedback strategy affects the numbe:r

of fades but does not significantly affect the duration of fades ' The

combined analysis, which is validated using computen simul-ation' shows

that the constraint intenaction is a second ol:der effect ' These results

ane then applied to two pnactical examples. An intermittent system does

offer. an altennative to a dual- space fnequency Troposcatte:r system but

only whene a message delay of several seconds is of no consequence ' It

is interesting to see that such an inte::mittent system is better than

dual space diversity in a mobil-e nadio system by using only a single

chip memo:ry.

Thus, as a solution to the problem of digital transmission

in a fadíng envir.onment, channel state feedback, in the tíght of

pnactical const::aints, does not offer much impnovement ovell presently
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used diveÌ"sity techniques. Howeven, an íntenmittent system' with the

desc::ibed system methodology couÌd prove a viable alternative to

pnesent techniques due to the decreasing cost of memory and the rising

numben of applications whene message deJ-ay is no barnie:: '

6.2 FURTHER VTORK

The::e ane sevet?af aneas ín this thesis which, of neccessity,

have been partly investígated fon want of time and the need to maintain

some or:de:r of pr:ionity in the vanious aneas of wo:rk'

The pr-oblem of contnol neliability has a number of avenues

fon further possible work. Finstly, the formufation of chapten 3 could

be general-ised to coven multi-channel state feedback and the nequi:red

weighting functions derived in or-den to quantify the necessany

conditions for addquate rel-iability for molre complex channel state feed-

back systems. It is also quite appalrent that the use of some sont of non-

linean channel pr"edicto:: could be devised to minimise the effect of

contnol delay. Lastly, some calcufation to take into account er'nons in

measunement of the channel state due to additive noise should be done'

Howeven' one of the most interesting problems to be

considened is the optímisation of the buffen contr"ol- law where the

p:roblem is generalised to allow a hyste:resis control and a va::iable

tr.ansmission rate. Whether thís pnobfem can be solved anatytically on just

numenical-ly is unknown at this stage. Another p::oblem concenníng the

buffen system is the need to develop a method of buffen synch::onisation

fo:: tnansmission natÍos n, of less than two.

The hardwane model as constructed did not considen feedback

(or" feedfonwand) errolr or the effect of cont:rol delay. Thus, it would

be of inter^est to improve this handwar-e model and compane both

qualitatively and quantitatively the penfolrmance of an intermittent

system with a hardware model of a diversity system. This wonk would be

a precullser. to the design of a pnactical intermittent system.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix de::ives the average eÏlnor pr"obability for-

non-coherent FSK over an additive noise channel whene a weighted

decision is made.

In Fig. 4.1 is the dual filte:r FSK detecton where the r0'

filter- output is weighted by a gain k. Assume a for is sent. An erron

occurîs if n, t oo t where ,

o

2 2

I

o
Ikrtl

u

Fo:: Gaussian distnibuted additive noise,

1l

p(:: )'o N

P(rl

Substitutíng g.t

@

T
0

o exp

exp

2N lr +u
o

l-

N

l? (t + ¿
o

oI { ) 2
o

or r+l)
N

N: Sing1e sided noise pol^Ien density.

U: Signal amplitude.

I ( ): Zeno orden modifíed Bessel- Function.
o

I

Fnom 2. one now can derive p(ro ) and substitute in the expnession

fon the ennon pnobability POI given as

Pol

D
'01

dl:p(n- ).I
læ

p(no) { {, Ì dn

2

4

5

I o

t

(t + r,2) l¡t

one obtains

ï{o'

1 /x2

o 2

exp

Now using the substitutions

exp t 2NN

6x

t2u2 7a=
N(r +¿ 2

)

r
o
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v

t¿

Power Gain g(Y) = k'

Fteune 4.1

'0

Enve lope
Detector

Thresho ld

Dec isionGains

Enve I ope
Det ecto r

'1
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exp

exp

2

o

9

2N

I k2

9"

one obtains (using the nesult f:rom schwartz et Al (1966)).

1+g t I

oð 2

Sinilanl-y,

Note:

(ii) Iim P

ø-)@Þ

P (v)
IO 1+g

I I

1

I 10.

II

ror(v )

Ir-m
g+0

)I 0D'oI Iim P

g+0 10

0 lim P
o+Õ01 IO
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APPENDIX B

This appendix de:rives the optimality equation fon the best

gain function to mínimise the effect of feedback ennon discussed in

Chapten 3.

The vaniational pnoblen is w::itten as:

0-z) oè
1-g

+

Min J(g)

e dy

æT{

e

exp i l1+g

gz
1+g

-*th

Yr Y

exp
']

Y
f 1 e-Y ay 1

subject to the integnal constnaint

@Í
0

-*th -*th

texp
(t - e I o" n¡tr+g

) exp

-vx

o1"

I

Adjoining equations 1. and 2. with a Lagnange nultiplien ¡ , the

Eu1er:-Lagrange equation becomes :

-t
2

n

0â

3

6

7

exp t tr t]{ ffiexP
kzE t +çl'âg

whene -*th
kt (r-z) L(I-e )

kz Àe
-*th

4

z 5

Pantially díffenentiating and intenchanging one obtaíns:

YrY + e + 1

Yf gy + g + I expt +rL

kI(À)/whene k3(ì)
k2(À)

t, u] k
3
(r)

1

I

I

l

I

i

I

i

I

i
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Thus g(y) is the solution of the irnplicit equation given by equation 6.

wher-e ka is such that equation 2. is satisfied. Several things may be

noticed about this equation:

(i) The fonm of the solution of equation 6. is independent of the

distnibution of y, but k, (ie. À) must satisfy equation 2.

(ii) If p(y) = ô(y), the solution is optirnum fon a non-fading

feedback channel-.

The solution of equation 6. was done numerically on the

compute:: using a simple heunistic stepping algonithm. The evaluation of

the integr:als used Simpsonrs ::u1e oven the low nange of y fon which

g is evaluated and then a ter.m (whe::e g is a constant) is added to

give the ovenall integr:aI. Typical results ane shown in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX C

This appendix de:rives an integral equation, the sol-ution

of which is the distnibutíon function of the buffer occupancy at the
end of transmission poihts. It is assumed that these points constitute
a Poisson pr?ocess but wher"e the mean is variable and dependent on

buffen occupancy.

they a::e

in terms

tenms of
value of

In Chapter 4, one def ines the parametel?s À and y wher-e he::e

dinectly nelated to two Poísson pÌ.ocesses which wifl be defined
of the tunning points in the buffer occupancy rathe:r than in
time cnossing points of the signal. (Takes into account the
n- ) Thus one defínes

.L

dt¡ P { buffen stops filÌíng in next dr¡ bits }
À(o) lf

d'iu(r) P { buffe:r stops emptying in next dr¡ bits}
Similanly,

l3

wher:e À(t¡), U(ul) ane functions of the buffer occupancy The natune

of the dependency is thnough two unknown contnol functions Eo and g,
which describe the buffe:r contnol chanactenistic (Chapten 4). One can

now define

P^(srt) = Po { incnease of contents fr:om s to mone than t bits
duning a fade

Thus considening a small incnease in size do bits

P ( s ,t+dur ) P^(srt).Pr { incr"ease of do bits }
À

which leads to

P 

^(s,t). 
(l - dr/l(r)

dP^(s,t) P^(s,t)
+ 0 I

2

dt¡ À(r¡)

Thus, P^(srt) ís given by

P^(s,t) = "-{t 
t/l(r) d'
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SimíIarlY' one can define

p'(s,t) = Po { decnease of contents fnom s to less than t bits duning

a tnansmission PeniodÌ

= .-f 17p1¡¡¡ d..r 3

One can denive the distnibution function

contents at the end of a tnansmission per-iod whe:re

rJ(r) of the buffe:r

rJ( r) P {u<z}n

If y is the buffer contents at the beginning of t::ansmission, then:

0 ;z<0

4

rJ (z/y) P (y,z)

0

1

Hence,

whene,

wher:e x<Y<C

rr (y/* ) 1-Pl,(x,y) ;x<Ycc

;0<z<y

;y<x

5
u

l_ iz>y

Tf x is the buffeï. contents at the beginning of a fade, and rl(z) is

the co::nesPonding distnibution'

6

rJ (r/r) /c rJ( z/y\ arr(v/x)
y=u

dFr (y/x)
dy

e^(x,v) /x(v) 7

;y>c

7

Substitution in 7. leads to:

+ P^(x,C)ô(y-C)
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TC
nax(xrz)

tJ (r/*) r/À(y)P^(x,y)Pu(y,z) dy

+ u(z-x)(t - e^(x,z)) P^(x,C )Pu(C, z )+

Thus,

whene

rJ(z)

Hr( z)

c

x=0

c
r
x=0

dFJrJ(z) rJ (r/*) x) dx

I

10.

L2.

13.

15.

16.

L7.

dx

Integnating by pants this leads to the integnal equation

Hr(z) K, (x, z )rJ (x)ax

Pu(C,z)

c
= [ 1/À(x).1/À(y) P

max( x, z) ^(x,y)eu(y,z)dy
and Kr(xrz)

Thus, Hr(z)

and Kr( x, z)

I1

1/À(x) { u(x-z)Pu(x,z) + u(z-x)P (xrz)I

P^(x,C)Pu(C,z) )

Fon the case tneated by Campbell (1957) 
'

P 

^(s,t)

-(t-s )/À

Pu(s,t) -(s-t)u

-(c-z) /v

14=e

=e

=e

uÀÀ+u t -(c-x)/À -(c-z) /v

-(x-z) /v

-(z-x) I
e

)x>z

\x<z

This leads to the solutionl' òf Campbell (1957)

rJ(tu)
- ßr¡1- e
-ßc1- e

18.

1. Note that À and ¡t used hene ane the necipnocals of B and A

nespectively used by Carnpbell (1957).
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and
20.

Howeven, since one has assumed that the pnobability of ending

t::ansmission is independent of pnevious histor"y (Poisson plrocess), the

end of tnansmission point is no diffenent than any othen point duning

transmission. Thus, fJ(trl) also describes the distnibutÍon function at

any point dur:ing tnansmission. The pnobabiJ-ity of an empty buffe:r

condition duning tnansmission is thus given by:

whene

whene

I

p \/v

P rJ(o)

ß

1- p
2L

o 1-0e -ßc

Now, the distnibution FI(z) can be denived fr.om fJ(z). Similan to equation

7. one has

tr (r/*) rr (z/y) ¿rJ(y/x)
L

.f
v-

t2
0

+ 23.

whene 0<y<x

Substituting in 22. givesz

min(x, z )
r/u(y)(r - e^ (y,z))Pu(x,y)dy (r - r^(o,z) )Pu(x,o)

eu(x,y)/u(v) Pu(o,x)ô(v)

F (z/x) +

Y=o
24.

Thus,
C

r
x=0

rT (r) rr ( r/" )arJ ( *) ÔR

where fJ(*) is known fi:om the solution of the integr:al equation IJ-. By

sinílan angument, this distnibution function applies to any point duníng

a fade. Thus, for the símp1e case tneated by Campbell (1957)'

ßurI-e

and thus,

rr(r)
1- æ

-ßc
26.
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(r -p )e
-ßc

ßcI
P 1-F (c)

28.

29.

3t.

32.

c 1- æ

Fnom these two distnibutions, one can now calculate the

buffen distnibution at an anbitrany time point as the weight sum of

the two disfiributions given bY:

r(o ) P (ut) + P (t¡)

wher.e P { tnansmission peniod }Pt l?

P { non-transmission peniod }f n

Howeve:r to maintain the avellage nate constraint one has:

P

o t

whene Pa Pf

Thus, one can solve fon P- and P-t -"- -f Fon the simple case

th
t ê

and -*th

ot{ (r-P )P + P' P-Ìct I

301+

-x
P

P I-ef

since the buffe:r is essentialJ-y an integ::aton, the variation

of r¡ is veny much slowen than the SNR vaniation x. Thus it can be

approximated that x and tll are independent except to the extent that

cu incneases if * . *th. Thus, the enron pnobability is similar in fonm

to that denived of feedback ennon (Chapte:: 3) except one must integr:ate

of the buffer distnibution duning tnansmission.

2

p = l1^,, { (r - r' )p* !cr(gr(t¡))arJ(o) + p'lr(t - z(so(c)))}'e yrt2n, o'-tô c r ..
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APPENDIX D

This appendíx der"ives the distríbution function of non-

tnansmission times when t::ansmission is halted when x . *-h and when

y . yth. It is assumed the fade dur.ations are exponentially distnibuted.

A non-transmission peniod can faII into four cases where the

l-ast two ane duplicates of the finst two but with the nole of x and y

intenchanged. Thus, one can considen two cases as iflustrated in Fig. D.l-

Case I

Fon this case, the transmission peniod stants due to x

cnossing thneshol-d and ends due to x crossing thr:eshold. Finstly, one

must define

L/a : Mean fade pe:riod of feedback channel.

I/b : Mean transmission peniod of feedback channel.

I/e : Mean fade pe::iod of main channel.

I/d : Mean transmission peniod of main channel.

One can now identify the sub-cases depending on the numben of zero

cnossings. To deríve the disfiribution function, one must integ:rate ove:r

the var"ious intenvals.

Fon Vo, the nanges of integnation ane:

tI*t2<t3<

ïntegr:ation leads to the a"o* O-fu #

0<t

t<t
t

2

@

æ

æ

- (b+c )te

Eor Vr, Vr, the nanges of integ::ation ane:
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CASE I

Ye

Yr

Yz

Y¡

CASE IT

t1

x l2

3

t
3

t
5

z

t t
3

L

Ye

Y1

y2

FlG. D.1 NON-TRANSMISSI0N TIME z
CASES WHERE z=x+Y

X

t

5
to

z

COM PONENT



t4'et+t2tr* t tr

o'tr
0.t+
tltz

a
a+s

107

t

<@

<æ

1+

+

(r-e

tt.t3.tI *tZ-t'*

tz

ôD

It can be seen that the pnobability density functíon of tU can be

found by convolution. If one nor^r sums the contribution of tU over all
numbens of zero cnossings Yy Y2' .... e one obtains,

æ

)2 ....JL (tu) >!T> 4(s)

a+b

+D.'a
1=l_

ï

ab
(a + b)s

2

ad
l_ (a+b)(b+d)

^2 -(a+b)t
+ a+b e

-ct bcd
+ a+

a+b

abp(t4) 4

rntegnation of aI * a 
u 

and then adding the tenm due -o Yo gives:

è

a+b+c
- (a+b+c)t

2

+d
I

Case Iï

Fon this case' the tnansmission peniod starts due to x

cnossing thr.eshold and ends due to y crossing th::eshold. Again' one can

identify the sub-cases. As before, the p:robability density function of

t. can be found by convolution. The sum of these contributions is given
L

by:

p( ts ) il1 rr{.u¡ *lL 6çs¡ +( ) +

I=l+ {
ab I

]S

l(tu ) +)6(t
5

-(a + b)t s)

slafb



For. yO, ...., y5 the nanges of integration ane:

r08

t+*ts*t6-tI-aZ.t3. @

ttt4+t5-

t+tt- t4-ts'
t+*t5+t6-tI

- L-
5

<t+ttf<-1

t

æt6'

t2'

t
b̂

@

I
0<

0<

0 <t <æ
1

ift + t <t+
4 5

t
ift5<t

ift+t t+I

if t< t
5

rtt t
5

e-(a+d)t

tt

4

0< t <æ

æ

OR

OR

t_<
5

t+tr'
*t5

t <t
5

t+t -t <t <æ
5 4

0 <t <æI
0 <t

5

I

t

fntegnation of t, t oven the above llanges Yields:
5

abd -ctI
l_r (a+b)(b+d)(a-c+ d)

abcd
-

abed
+ e

- ( a+b+c )t
(a + b)(b + d)(a + b + c)(b + c - d)

2

One can now find. I. . .

aec

and I
l_v

by tenm neplacement acconding to:

3
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bed

Thus, F(t) I.
f

I
t_ l- 1l_l_ fv

Any othen cases make neglible contribution.

+ +I +I 4
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